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CB-BSP ‘Switcharoo’:
What Of Filipinos’ Gold?
How did the old Central Bank ever go bankrupt while holding 400,000 metric tons of gold?
are stopped. Much happens that you can’t see but
must be integrated into the overall realization.
As coups and rumors of coups, wars,
assassinations of “witnesses to truth” and outright
“false publications” run amuck we are stuck with
RE: PEOPLE IN THE NEWS YOU NEED TO having to dig and act, actually, on that which is only
KNOW: JOEY CUISIA, FORMER GOVERNOR OF barely seen as the tip of that iceberg. MOREOVER,
THE CENTRAL BANK OF PHILIPPINES, AND you can guess what an iceberg in these tropical waters
HERNANDO
DE
SOTO,
PERUVIAN must represent—tip or otherwise—for in a tropical
place the larger mass must be underwater or it would
ECONOMIST NOW GMA ADVISER—GCH/D
be melted and off being El Nino or Nina.
Yes there IS news taking place here in the
IMPORTANT NAMES TO REMEMBER
Philippines as storms have wiped out major pieces of
We are bogged in life “happening” while we make land, forests and yes indeed, PEOPLE. Ah but, the
every effort to get on with our plans. Now, we all U.S. Marines have landed at Subic and are sorting,
know that to make God laugh heartily all we have to rescuing, feeding and organizing in the disaster areas.
do is tell him OUR plans. So the patience factor has They have arrived with supplies and indeed, will
to kick in while lessons turn into problem-solving and salvage the day in this land of disasters created from
things go on “hold” while demanded attention stops the graft and “absolute” corruption. There are 600 troops
project clock. That does NOT mean that information (all that could be spared from Okinawa) and hopes are
and foundation for working solutions in the mission itself to have at least uncovered most of the dead by
Christmas.
The more
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important thing is that they brought equipment which
is the only connection with isolated areas. Does
anyone else find it interesting that the U.S. military can
turn buttons on and off and present either hardened
killers or rescuing “saints” out of these youngsters?
Look into the minds of murderers and you will be
amazed at what you find as to manipulation and actual
damage within those skulls as recognized as “brains”.
The “mind” is a most remarkable thing and will seek
out its own pleasure or pain. If you create a monster
you WILL confront it again and again, for that which
is created is forever retained—on or off the “list” you
choose to use.
T-A FDN/GAIA: STATUS
I will mention this because it is bogging our team
here in work and there is no time available for so
much as these writings.
There is need, however, to put to records some
items which will become very large indeed in our
ongoing efforts to, especially, get into that Bangko
(Continued on page 2)
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Sentral (BSP). We are only interested primarily in the
former Central Bank before changeout in about 1993
by Former President Fidel Ramos under the guise of
“bankruptcy” of the old CB. With 400,000 metric tons
of gold STORED IN THE CB VAULT it seems an
unlikely story and thus becomes intrigue beyond the
visible aspect. Something is WRONG!
We aren’t “after” Ramos, as a focus on same
might indicate. He is the American asset that
managed the switcharoo, and we will leave that topic,
for Mr. Ramos has his hands overfilled with other
intrigues in which he is mired without our annoyances.
One of these days upcoming he will see the “light”
of some rather useful and asset-saving potential
possibilities we have offered without, yes indeed,
strings.
Meanwhile, I will note that the FDN is now
intervening legally in ongoing cases in the courts here
regarding administrators and arguments as to who is
who and what is what. This will give us “personality”
and gain full court-ordered authority AS
ADMINISTRATOR (hoped for, of course) and
hopefully clear the warped and tampered absurdities to
date. This does mean, crew, that we must have
everything else in absolute ORDER because we are
going to start pushing aside the debris on this path and
if it buries a few things along the way, we have to
accept that we should have done better, more quickly.
We can have no compromise or potential errors either
in discernment or judgment of circumstances. He who
breaks the law or perjures self must stand the
consequences for these are, in these instances,
DEADLY games.
The first party we will address as discussion is
named, JOEY CUISIA.
Mr. Joey Cuisia is an Ex-Central Bank Governor.
He is now under direct legal attack by parties
claiming he swindled, in one instance alone, P134-M.
This involves his own family so you can only guess at
the other indiscretions.
Why is this important to note?
Because Joey Cuisia was Governor of the Central
Bank at the time of switchover to Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas (BSP), a PRIVATE corporation.
The story goes, for your information, in the
reference to the Central Bank as relative to his
Governorship thereof. We don’t need to present the
personal case in point although it names several very
interesting investments one of which is Philam Asia
Management, Inc., which is a subsidiary of Philippine
American Life and General Insurance Co. Also a
most interesting company is in the spotlight: Fortknox
Storage. Now the question might well be: “Fortknox
Storage?” of what??
If you have had a minimum of 400,000 metric tons
of GOLD in your care at the old CENTRAL BANK
what can you possibly do with it when you want to
hide it? Gee whiz, readers, doesn’t life get more
curious by the passing day?
But about that old CB and why we can now find
out what we need to know and pin-down some
responsibility let us look at what the public article in
point presents:
[EXCERPTING: Front page, The Daily Tribune,
Thursday, Dec. 9, 2004.] [This story has also run in
all papers, local and foreign.]
Our interests spotlight: “…Civil society and
Edsa II coup d’etat stalwart Jose “Joey” Cuisia,
former Philippine Central Bank (CB) governor
who served under the Corazon Aquino and Fidel
Ramos presidencies, stands accused on charges
of fraud (estafa) filed before the Department of
Justice (DoJ) by ……
“The CB, then under Cuisia, went bankrupt,
with the Congress dissolving the CB and

renaming it the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)
while having the Filipino people ASSUME THE
HUGE LOSSES THE BANKRUPT CB HAD
INCURRED UNDER CUISIA….
[END EXCERPT]
Yes indeed, the story is interesting but totally
distracting from the point at issue in our attention
focus.
How could one declare a bank bankrupt while
holding a MINIMUM of 400,000 metric tons of gold
to which original lease arrangements were made and
concluded with due-and-owing payments of lease for
use?
Some of those ordered payments were made and
we have yet to find out “TO WHOM”. The
payments stopped and there are outstanding court
ordered sums remaining due and owing to the T-A
FDN of which the documents and records are yet to
be recovered from the former Administrator appointed
by the court, Julian Tallano.
The entire agreement expired as to leasing the gold
holdings in the vault in year 2000 which would free the
gold, supposedly, for sale or use by the FDN. No
such thing. The CB became the BSP and when
inquiries were made it was stated that there was no
gold available even for inventory, etc., into infinity!
Well, any blind person can now see that hankypank was being played and can be traced, at the least,
to Mr. Cuisia’s doorstep along with Mr. Ramos and
Ms. Aquino.
Cuisia is also being charged with “insider trading”!
Well, I guess so because a lot of loot had to be traded,
shifted, and hidden.
Now please, audience, be patient with us for on
the same page we find “Another Erap witness
murdered”. This means that anyone giving problems
to the Elite corrupted are going to get deaded at first
opportunity. WE WAIT IN THAT PATIENCE
UNTIL UNFOLDING HAPPENS IN A LOGICAL
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS—WHILE WE PURSUE
IN
ALL
POSSIBLE
HASTE
LEGAL
CLARIFICATIONS AND DECISIONS. WE ARE
NOT AT WAR!
Every article in the paper is now in reference to
graft, corruption, evil and Philippine DESTRUCTION.
AH BUT: Mr. Joey Cuisia KNOWS what
happened to that gold and how it was handled at
turnover of CB to BSP. And yes indeed, I think I can
pat my people on the head and say “well done my
good and faithful…”
Well, you might suggest that this is good and ok for
FDN but what has that to do with GAIA?
I don’t want to count the ways which are more
than obvious but I will move on to the more recent and
interesting addition of a Peruvian “lost cause
economist” being joined to President GMA’s chief
economic adviser staff here in Manila. He is going to
show her how to solve the problems of the Republic.
The presentation itself as published is so absurd as to
be comedy relief but of course from prior published
rumor and grapevine the ultimate attention will be to
“Peruvian certificates” and Peruvian contracts and
recognition of holdings by Russell Herman turned into
a contract of identifiable holdings instead of a bearer
certificate to cause mayhem and murder.
Those documents, readers, were shifted by armed
courier from California TO LIMA, PERU AND PUT
INTO SECURITY THERE IN THE SECURED
ARCHIVES.
So, on to a wee discussion as to what is being said
and which is total lie and fabrication, about this Mr. De
Soto of Peruvian fame. You will see the connections
so please don’t toss aside as boring because the
PIECES are necessary to fit the puzzle finishing.
You will note from the write-up that Mr. De Soto
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has a less than wondrous success rate at his proffered
job—so pay attention so that you can be a leg-up on
the obvious things coming down.
Now, in addition to this as evidence of things
under way, you might note that Erap Estrada (deposed
president) has gained permission of the court to go to
Hong Kong immediately for surgery on his knees and
with whom his whole family will spend Christmas—
there in Hong Kong. My goodness!
Something is “comin’ down”, people, and may well
prove to be something beyond merely “interesting”.
However, we don’t need “beyond” or even more
“interesting” material for the moment, for overload hits
hard along with too much unwinding speculation to be
effectively used.
Please realize that we do not offer this following
as any form of truth or fact. It holds very, very little
of either. However, YOU need to be aware of the
very importance of this established association and it
will eventually all fall out with GAIA.
[QUOTING from TODAY, Manila, Philippines,
Thursday, Dec. 9, 2004, “Opinion”:]
DE SOTO’S SNAKE-OIL
ECONOMIC PROPOSAL
By Manuel F. Almario
As the sickest man in Asia, the Philippines has
become a sucker for any quick fix or snake-oil
proposition. Such is that of Hernando de Soto, a
Peruvian economist, who has so impressed President
Arroyo she treated him to a dinner during the APEC
meeting in Chile on November 21 when she could
have used her time talking to other heads of state. [H:
Other HEADS OF STATE DO NOT have direct
knowledge and access to information on Bonus
3392-181 as does Mr. De Soto!] According to
newspaper reports quoting Malacañang, “President
Arroyo has secured the commitment of the Peruvian
economist to alleviate poverty.” The report added,
“The President expressed confidence that de Soto
would be able to duplicate the economic success [sic]
of Peru and Egypt after [sic] they heeded the advice
of the renowned economist.”
Alas, the people of Peru and Egypt are even
poorer than the Filipinos. According to the CIA
Factbook, 54 percent of the population of Peru is
below the poverty line (as of 2003), compared to that
of the Philippines, which is just 40 percent. The same
Factbook marks “NA” (not available) Egypt’s poverty
level, but it puts Egypt’s per capita gross domestic
product (GDP) even lower than that of the
Philippines—$3,600 for Egypt and $4,600 for the
Philippines based on purchasing power parity.
Further, Mr. de Soto was the “personal
representative and chief principal adviser” of Peruvian
President Alberto Fujimori, who has fled to Japan to
escape prosecution on formal charges of murder,
bribery and plunder of the government treasury. The
Fujimori administration in Peru is considered one of the
most corrupt in Latin-American history. If you are
chief adviser to a brazenly corrupt government, what
does that make you?
What is de Soto selling? In his book, The Mystery
of Capital, Why Capitalism Triumphs in the West
and Fails Everywhere Else, he wrote, “Legal property
gave the West the tools to produce surplus value
[capital] over and above its physical assets.” Thus, de
Soto claims, if only property, especially land, are titled,
poverty would be wiped out.” “All people,” he says,
“are capable of saving. What they are missing are the
legally integrated property systems that can convert
their work and savings into capital. [H: Enter now
all those FDN land holdings after years of
scattered graft, corruption and false titles issued
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at random.] In this context, the poor are not the
problem but the solution.” (No wonder, he created
more poor people in Peru to provide the “solution” to
poverty.)
In his book, de Soto suggests that squatters should
be given title to the land they have squatted upon, so
that they could mortgage those lands, and with the
loans become entrepreneurs or capitalists. This is
similar to the proposal now pending in our Congress,
which de Soto probably initiated, to allow land-reform
beneficiaries to sell or mortgage their land holdings so
that with the money they could go into business. This
sounds good in theory, but in practice it is disastrous.
The farmers could only end up losing their lands and
become again landless peasants, starting anew the
cycle of agrarian unrest.
As for the urban squatters, everybody knows that
almost all of them squat on already privately titled
property. Others settle precariously on riverbanks or
creeks (esteros) that certainly cannot be titled as they
are lands of the public domain. Squatters’ lots are the
sizes of postage stamps. What stupid businessman or
bank would advance money for such properties? In
our country, practically all agricultural lands have
already been titled and that is the reason the Philippine
government has enacted the agrarian-reform law in
the first place. Squatters in the countryside occupy
forest reservations and ancestral lands, which only
cause more environment degradation and land conflicts.
As Fujimori’s chief adviser, de Soto gave land titles
to 1,200,000 families in Peru, but look where Peru still
is—54 percent of its people are still below poverty
line!
Mr. de Soto challenges conventional thought about
the origin of capitalism, branding it as a myth. He
uses the history of the United States as an example,
claiming that the titling of the public lands settled by the
American pioneers was the basis of America’s wealth.
But rural America was a marginal America, while
industrialized America is rich America.
“The secret of this transformation to a new
America was, of course, the industrial revolution,
essential characteristics of which were the shift from
hand to machine production and the movement of
manufacturing from the home or small shop to the
factory. Gaining its first impetus from the closing of
European trade during the era of the embargo and
Non-Intercourse Act and the War of 1812, the
Industrial Revolution developed in the succeeding
decades through the expansion of domestic markets,
the improvement of transportation facilities and the aid
of a protective tariff.” (American Political and
Social History, a college textbook by Harold
Underwood Faulkner of Smith College.)
“It was the development of the steam engine
during the 18th century that irreversibly set capitalism
on the path to growth. Industrialism came to be
synonymous with capitalism,” says The Oxford
Companion to Politics of the World, edited by Joel
Kreiger.
In reality, swallowing de Soto’s simplistic
prescription that property titling is the key to economic
success, our bureaucrats/technocrats/leaders forget
that land titling has been practiced in the Philippines
since the beginning of Spanish rule in the 16th century
through the imposition of the Spanish land grants. The
royal land grants to friars, Church organizations and
favored Spanish citizens, mostly Spaniards, gave rise to
the infamous ecomiendas that have been the source
of innumerable native peasant revolts from the Spanish
rule to the present, such as the recent Hacienda
Luisita strike in which seven farmers/workers were
shot to death.
King Philip II of Spain, in the Laws of the Indies

promulgated in 1680 and applied to the Philippines, had
proclaimed. “We have acquired full sovereignty over
the Indies and all lands, territories and possessions not
theretofore ceded away by our royal predecessors, or
by us, or in our name, still pertaining to the royal
crown and patrimony, it is our will that all lands which
are held without proper and true deeds of grant be
restored us according as they belong to us…” What
more pervasive land titling could you find?
The United States has pledged to honor the
Spanish royal land grants that dispossessed the
Filipinos of their natural right to the land of their
birth, in the Treaty of Paris in which Spain ceded
the 7,100 Philippine islands and all their 10 million
native inhabitants to the U.S. for $20,000. Under
the Torrens system and other land registration laws
during the American occupation, American citizens
and multinationals also acquired huge estates and
other plantations for sugar, pineapple and banana.
The choicest lands went to foreigners, while the
Filipino natives had to make do with homesteads
cleared from the mountains and inclining patches
along riverbanks. Thus they are easy prey to
floods and landslides during typhoons as what
happened in Quezon and surrounding provinces only
last week when hundreds died.
What is downright insidious about the de Soto
prescription is that it locks the Philippines to the
feudal economic system, through its pseudo
interpretation of history. It conceals the fact that
capitalism is synonymous with industrialization.
Industries and the commerce they spawn, even if
they initially concentrate on the local market as
what happened in the U.S. and Southeast Asia,
would provide ample income to Filipinos and
eventually provide them with the skills and
experience necessary to compete with more
advanced countries. This is the experience of
China, Malaysia, Singapore, Korea, Taiwan, Hong
Kong and other Asian tigers. We don’t have to go
to the other side of the world to look for
development models, especially if they are
demonstrated failures. The successful models are
right next door.
A knowledgeable journalist, Erick San Juan, who
had covered the Philippine delegation to the latest
APEC meeting in Chile, said that the South American
officials and journalists he talked with were skeptical
over de Soto’s economic theories. They told him that
if de Soto’s theories were valid, they would have been
adopted by the Latin-American countries and not only
by Peru, his home country, where evidently it was a
failure.
The Philippines is doomed if it continues to listen
to “voodoo economics,” such as that preached by the
international criminal Fujimori’s chief adviser, de Soto
of Peru.
[END OF ARTICLE]
***
When we look at the above we find so many
incorrect assumptions and assessments as to be quite
staggering but sprinkled with some tid-bits of truth
along the fall-out zone.
We find that when again looking at the Peruvian
position in, say, the Herman Bonus 3392-181 we need
to present more information which is overlooked by
most of you even though we have publicly presented
it prior to now.
In speaking of these things again I am NOT going
to give a full item by item reference but only focus on
a couple of things of which we have PROOF and full
realization.
There existed a Bonus Peruvian Certificate of the
“Bearer” variety and it was held by one Russell
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Herman and being utilized by his partner-BOSS,
George Bush, et al.
He, being intelligent, took the thing, founded and
created a corporation, Cosmos Seafood Energy
Marketing Ltd., to house and hold the instrument as it
was then turned into a reconformed, reconfirmed
contract of identifiable ownership. That would be in
CSEML.
Next came VK Durham to manipulate and tamper
the ownership of such a document. She claimed some
interest and went to the Peruvian Embassy in
California and did all sorts of changes, writings and
fiddling while she attempted to burn the past from the
records.
No, it doesn’t fly. Moreover, we KNOW the
name of the party at the Consulate who did the jurat,
etc.
Over the years when some of “our” parties were
on site and involved it was noted that when Russell
died VK was instantly in touch with her person in
Peru. Moreover, that information was then later
handed to third parties, with name and contact numbers
which were to be notified INSTANTLY should Ms.
Durham find demise instead of success. We will not
go search the names but they are prominent on
documents from the Peruvian Embassy. This was
when Ms. Durham did attempt full theft of the assets
with all interest accrued. She then attempted
fraudulent filing of more documents, which entangled
her into such a morass of intrigue as to be quite
astounding.
The Peruvian Embassy holding the instruments and
documents was then threatened with fire in order to
destroy the documents on this CSEML holding.
Fine, the Embassy sent the documents by armed
courier to Lima where the documents were locked
and SEALED.
Since Mr. de Soto was present with Fujimori at
the time, IN LIMA, it is absurd to believe he knows
nothing regarding the assets of CSEML and the full
association of GAIA as presented over and over,
openly for transparency, to the world.
Are YOU sure that YOU would want this job? I
don’t think so as I can’t find anyone brave enough to
stand against a threatening thug of the youthful variety.
Well, perhaps the kids are more dangerous after all—
especially when they are on a theft kick or are
covering their tracks when caught in full-blown traps.
So be it.
Breathe again more easily, Dharma, because I
repeat: “Not even the ‘assignment’ has longer any
meaning.” The documents in CSEML are not even
important because we KNOW who holds them and
she refuses to give them over to rightful owners/
holders. We have the authorized recognition of the
holdings of CSEML and the recorded, registered and
recognized holding (SINCE 1985) OF CSEML.
Now next, we are finding ourselves fully
incorporated in the U.S. with both the T-A FDN corp.
prior to any registration in Manila AND we hold a
Tallano Estate incorporation in the U.S. as proving our
holding in the 50% of the “estate” itself. These were
NOT secret undertakings as the corporations
themselves were wanted by the very players involved
right now, today.
We have recorded them with recognition of the
“Ekkers” to avoid any possible impact of otherwise
“manipulation capable” potential.
This is called assuming responsibility and accepting
authority. So be it.
Please hold onto these writings for reference and
legal support. Thank you.
GCH
dharma
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legally show cause why reports and accounting
requirements are not and cannot be made.
We hold the causes for court action as to
documentation which is necessary to determine the facts
at issue; however, there must be an accounting of all
agreements, authorities and ongoing representations along
with the monetary transactions WITH FULL
ACOUNTING of manipulation and actual fraud, wasting
and theft from/to the PEOPLE OF THE PHILIPPINES
who are assigned, BY LAW, 50% of the whole of the
assets stemming from the original parties involved—
counter, and yes, form some kind of “intervention” to Tallano-Acop.
present the parties to the court appropriately to have
Yes, I can example:
some kind of ruling.
BONUS 3392-181
However, a good alternative place to state TRUTH
of circumstances is in PUBLIC NOTICES and if there
VK Durham continues to make incredible claims
is need for more local notices regarding “individuals”,
then they must be published.
regarding a “Trust” WHICH DID NOT EVER EXIST.
You will find almost daily notices of companies and Her claims are fraudulent and spurious and spewing the
other parties disclaiming employees from further lie continuously will not save her “assets”. She KNOWS
recognition as party to anything relative to the corporation she is in violation and can’t even rely on “but I thought”.
or party in point. It is said that, for instance, the No, she knows the truth and screaming the lie is assumed
Administrator (court appointed) did, in fact, negate all to finally replace the facts. NO, NOT IN “THIS”
claims of “holdings” or “position” of “Mr. Campos” CASE, GOOD PEOPLE. All the blathering and lies
AND DID RUN LEGAL NOTICES TO THAT conjured cannot negate the FACT that all of the asset
DISSOLUTION OF AUTHORITY.
was put into identifiable “ownership” of Cosmos Seafood
It was NEVER stated that Mr. Campos would have Energy Marketing Ltd. (CSEML) BY RUSSELL
full and last authority even though he did manage to get HERMAN IN 1985. That corporation is in good
an annotation as the involved party as the “personality” standing, fully qualified since 1985 and current in all
on “land titles” which now presents as a most spurious certification and regulatory requirements. VK
(fabricated) current claim of “irrevocable authority” and DURHAM UNDER “NO” CIRCUMSTANCES HAS
contract.
ANY STANDING IN THE CORPORATION AND
No, it could not be, for information used by the court COULD NOT “RETIRE” IT OR ANYTHING ELSE
is fraudulent in content—in whole. It basically is based LEGALLY ESTABLISHED INTO SOME IDIOTIC
on accompanying documents that “assume” court- “CLAIMED TRUST”. These records can easily be
appointed replacement of Julian Tallano over to R. found right on the Nevada internet for incorporation data
Campos. THIS IS NOT AND NEVER HAS BEEN or directly through the Secretary of State of Nevada.
FACTUAL although there appears to be a case pending Yes indeed, this is the SAME corporation tampered with
in a “silent court” without a judge on bench. This can prior to current control and from which “high-treason”
easily be checked and the case negated with simple games were attempted by no less than former President
intervention where appropriate. It should cost nothing as of the U.S., George H. W. Bush Sr. and his merry band
the case itself is ongoing. It can be in the form of an of cabinet members and manipulators through the then
objection from the FDN as “resolution” and can be Nevada Secretary of State, Frankie Sue Del Pappa.
signed after appropriate legal approval (or not) of the Those references you can look up in Lt. Col. (Ret.) Al
paperwork itself. Keep it simple and always as a Martin’s book on conspiracies and other indiscretions of
the “Bush babies”. You will find references to the
REBUTTAL of fact in the face of spurious filings.
Let us NOT get carried away with a thousand years “Bonus 3392-181” but it will reflect incorrect information
of Supreme Court involvement! It is not appropriate nor in that it was presented that Russell Herman was agent
is it going to work out well. The FDN has full “Durham”. Total BS!
Next you might want to recognize that there is not
recognition and should simply state its FACTS and
authority in the same measure in rebuttal to all ongoing some noted 3392-181 as on the face of the original
court “stuff” based on fraudulent and spurious claims and certificate always touted to be “in color”. “181” is
that will include Julian Tallano. Legally, he is replaced identification of the “series” of those particular
by a fully qualified FOUNDATION bearing the court- instruments (certificates) and specifically 3392 is the
ordered name and is fully registered and has been NUMBER, which is truly a “different” category in itself,
activated more than a year past with its annual having been “qualified” as a special “bonus” certificate
submissions accomplished and registered. It shows that to have allowance for validating authentically its “special”
Julian Tallano was the authorized PRIOR court-appointed handling.
We know that to be TRUE because the Canadian,
administrator and he is reflected in the fully established,
under the law, FDN. He has no legal recourse for even Mr. Hugh Hale, when in Southeast Asia did come to
though it was approximately 30 years of having not realize that many of these old certificates were actually
followed court orders it is fact that the orders were not being traded “in” and purchased by the IMF. So directly
subject to “time limitations” as the case would remain in to the IMF we went and had quite a revealing discourse
force until ALL orders were executed according to the with a major officer-agent of the IMF. This man was
at the moment in Kansas, USA but took all the
“imprescriptible” clause in the orders.
Those orders are now being followed and, since an information FROM US and turned it into the IMF for
inventory of assets relative to those ORDERS is pending “handling”. Back he came in a few days and said it was
and is REQUIRED by law and is referenced to and by an authentic claim and document but IT WAS
DIFFERENT and it could not be handled as the other
the SEC, it is mandatory to attend the matter.
It will suffice with the SEC to have a legal statement routine purchases. That did NOT consider dear Ms.
Durham.
as to being unable to obtain prior records and
I will repeat here: When Ms. Durham makes
activities
and therefore the FDN will seek legal enforcement of outrageous claims and thus and so—it doesn’t matter a
those orders with the “expectation” and “actionable whit for again I repeat: It does not matter other than that
petition” to the SEC for “actionable claim” in order to she is criminally holding corporate records and items

Recent TA-FDN/GAIA
Developments: ‘Catch-Up’
11/29/04—#1 (18-105)
MON., Nov. 29, 2004 8:48 A.M. YR 18, DAY 105
Manila, Philippines
RE: MISCELLANEOUS REMINDERS—GCH/D
FALSE NEWS REPORTS
There will always be false news reports to trigger
more unrest and chaos. These are often called “trial
balloons”. However, there is even MORE “cover-up”
of actual things taking place and most especially, today,
in Iraq. Therefore, you who hear reports of chemicalweapons use and cover-up of U.S. soldiers slain in
certain locations; do not panic but wait and see what, if
anything, comes of it. Be aware but do not get your
horses out in front of the wagon to simply be over-run
and trampled in the muck of disinformation.
Some of you readers have relatives and friends IN
THAT WAR IN IRAQ. However, note that most of
the atrocities are being perpetrated by the “coalition”
troops and the U.S. has to then look for “false” incidents
to justify the heinous strikes.
By the way, my friends, as long as there is a nation
with insurgents you will NEVER be able to stop the
atrocities. Those people consider that their very national
homeland is being overrun and they are correct—for
whatever reason given in the lies presented. War is
NEVER reported for its true cause or “excuse”—either
or both are invented distractions.
I am not here to give “revelation” about wars for NO
WAR is of God. More especially despicable is the war
excuse of “bad guys”. You start the war—YOU ARE
THE BAD GUY! Lying to selves makes you foolish,
not “right”.
T-A FDN (FDN)
This, of course, is more for my Manila team where
action is appropriate but we are quite happy to share, as
we move forward, with our remote friends and readers.
We need to explain the plethora of Public Notices as
they get more and more mandatory because of all the
spurious nonsense already presented and until something
presented is “challenged”, or there is a legal or public
objection—the lie stands in court if the original claims are
already public and are even more important if presented
in courts of law.
Remember that there is no CASE if there is not a
“Motion” for which there can be a “charge” and an
action presented as a “cause” to the court MUST
HAVE A REMEDY—in other words, simply
complaining will hold no water for there has to be “a
remedy” or the case itself will be dismissed and rightfully
so. [The most common reason for courts to deny
hearing cases is: “Failure to state a remedy upon which
the court can act.”]
Furthermore, entering papers with a court with
erroneous information or spurious claims is simply to
present the court with false information under the hope
that a resolution will evolve under the shelter of the lies
stated.
Now, what must be done in the FDN as
Administrator of the assets, all inclusive, is to object,
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which belong to CSEML. Further, however, the holdings
are not being utilized “in full” but rather have a cap on
the value to be matched with available gold suitable for
collateral coverage to PREVENT collapse of currencies
and facilitate recovery of stolen assets of bullion, etc.
And YES, this is the basis upon which we have built
the entire program and thus can work with ANYONE
on same. However, we have NO CONTROL over
political games as are underway and cannot control graft,
corruption or criminal actions of politicians or within the
COURTS. If we are to evolve in a proper way (which
is the ONLY way we will evolve) it will be properly
done up through the corruption INTO POTENTIAL
STABILITY.
Now, and this is more for the Ekker team: We will
need to now address our appropriate percentage of
representation in the FDN—which must be calculated
with at least 40% in the 50% “People’s” holdings AND
THE ESTATE 50% as can easily be reflected in Nevada
records and on the formation papers attested to by no
less than Julian Tallano as to the Estate Corp. already
founded prior to the FDN itself. Therefore on any
“Board”, i.e., FDN Trustees, we have a right to establish
and demand at least 4 members in the 11-member
registered number of Trustees. This means that we
CANNOT be “voted off” the Board nor can we be
longer subject to manipulated “quorum” requirements.
Those must be addressed at the next meeting. We are
not going to dangle in the wind—or we will cut the
strings and regroup under the law.
Note that I insist, further, that Cenon Marcos be
“our” personal representative, which likewise MAY
NOT BE REMOVED. His position as Secretary
insures valid “minutes” and meeting reports. We WANT
the name MARCOS fully recognized as the global
recognition it infers. Therefore, in every public notice or
public reference it will be HIS signature we will honor
and recognize FIRST. The others can play all they wish
but will STOP being able to bring everything to a halt and
continue to simply kibitz over status, position and/or
quorum manipulation. That game is OVER and if it
requires a full “membership” special meeting to make
adjustments—see to it, please.
Yes, we DO hold the authority to do this and I will
not go into it herein.
It is probably time to put to PN the structure in both
the U.S. AND IN THE PHILIPPINES, the standing
incorporation records, Foundation or otherwise. I will
herein ask any curious parties to take your magnifying
glass and refer to the first page of the documents last run
(for three times) in the paper—and note the reference to
the “Estate” and its address as given in NEVADA.
There it is all nicely documented, registered and attested
to by the very objectors themselves in establishing the
Foundation in point. That also QUALIFIES more than
INTENT in the matters of the “Estate” portion of the
assets and responsibility of attending same and allows a
DEMAND for accounting and estate RECORDS. But,
one step at a time and this is for “information” rather than
accusations by “objecting” parties.
That information was present in the founding
documents at the time and therefore attested to by the
other parties to the Foundation founding, i.e., those who
now wish to dissolve the established FDN. Yes, friends,
it is so. We have learned to document and REGISTER
every notice and important document to avoid the liars
and quibblers.
I can guarantee that CONTACT is a more read (in
the Philippines among the parties that “count”) publication
than any other papers containing any information about
either GAIA or the FDN. So it is of International
importance while we will also make Public any Notices
appropriate to this local location. This continues to be
NECESSARY due to the adversarial and fraudulent
claims and accusations by said VK Durham to which we

refuse any connection whatsoever. Our witnesses,
however, are perfectly willing to testify in a court of law
should that become appropriate. An affidavit, however,
serves nicely because of the holding itself no longer having
any basis for need of prior documents, deliberately
withheld by criminal refusal to turn over said documents
(or the destruction thereof) by one VK Durham or any
of her associates or business colleagues or publishers;
Internet or Press. Those distributors of spurious material
are guilty of fraud and aiding and abetting criminal
activities. Also recognized, as the sums of the fraud
have moved into the Trillions of Dollars, this is Interstate
Felony Fraud and Mail Fraud (also a felony), Felony
Intent to Defraud, and for the other perpetratorcolleagues, harboring criminal activities, Misprision of
Felony and so many personal actions as to be staggering
in personal damages, corporate damages, interference
with business and libelous representations in fraudulent
publication of deliberately erroneous claims.
VK Durham’s actions have gone on to involve other
parties such as Illinois Power and other individual
business associates (involving trillions of dollars) and in the
case of Illinois Power a claim for multi-BILLIONS of
dollars she claims due and owing to her personally. So
be it. We have NO ASSOCIATION and her continuedcontinuing publications have absolutely no merit, truth or
association. We are THE recognized legal controllers of
CSEML and those are the FACTS. There IS NO
Durham Trust of ANY KIND and never was there any
such entity. It is NOT our problem to sort nor inform
the world further than publicly stating the facts to shelter
from our own position of possible Misprision of Felony.
If anyone wishes to work with VK Durham and can
get it qualified by the U.S. Treasury Department or any
lawful person to the facts, i.e. President Bush himself, it
will still have to “clear” through this routing and what is
done is their business and none of ours. Their claims are
fraudulent but we cannot control another’s intent on
committing that fraud.
If there was a Russell Herrman, Herrmann,
Hermann, then it may well be attached to a VK Durham
for we have no documentation to same. All interchange
or assignments or corporate documentations and proof of
identification (passports, etc.) and any records of
reference reflect Russell H E R M A N. THIS
INCLUDES INCORPORATION RECORDS FOR
CSEML, assignments relative to our holdings, personal
claims by the party prior to his death and these other
entities are totally unrecognized. Signatures were
fraudulently used FROM OUR DOCUMENTS and
attached to spurious claims and assignments of the
corporation itself—to VK Durham—ALL done by VK
Durham.
The President of the Philippines recognizes this
resource, now, and has followed up in exchange with no
less than George Dubya Bush as a dinner mate in Chile
at last week’s meeting of APEC.
In addition to this, Ms. President also followed up on
checking out authenticity in PERU as to such a holding
and has, IN FACT, HIRED A TOP-PERUVIAN
ECONOMIST TO BE HER CLOSEST ECONOMIC
ADVISER—IN MANILA.
Scuttlebutt has already rumored a use of GAIA
through those “Jewish people, the Ekkers” and we have
all enjoyed a good laugh at the now disclaiming value of
being “False Muslims” as touted by VK. That also
discounts a “Cosmic Cult” of some silly kind or other.
Will it all work out ultimately? Yes, when it is
properly sequenced and secured and if not, so be it. We
continue to gain full qualification, NOW, of management
of the FDN because each needs the other to have
unquestioned position.
The dollar is collapsing, in case no one of you has
noticed. This is past “get serious” time so please allow
us to gain all the sheltering necessary to protect in the
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U.S. and abroad all POSITIONS so that management
takes a logical flow-line within all laws and guidelines.
We have established fully qualified MOAs
(Memorandum of Agreement) and full demand that
anyone doing business with us, bank or otherwise, must
get full authorization “in advance of use” by any third
party, i.e., Banks, Bankers, Businesses, etc. There have
been NO ACTIVITIES AT ALL TO THIS DATE
AND TIME.
Our full interest in FDN gold holdings is within the
CENTRAL BANK and does not have reference to the
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, established by Mr. Ramos
in 1993. The BSP, however, is fully responsible for all
assets of the Central Bank prior to that privatization of
the Central Bank. It is, further, long past time for an
accounting of Ferdinand Marcos, et al. The assets of
Mr. Marcos are ordered to be “recovered” or accounted
BY THE FDN and, like it or not, we have to “try” to
assist in this matter.
I do not wish to go further with this writing but it is
good to keep abreast to any extent possible in sharing
both for the publicity and the open management or
intentions of our involved entities. We will expose the
lies and we will present the truth where found.
GOD sustains if we “maintain” in honorable service
and purpose. Therefore, let us always check our
intentions and balance within PURPOSE so that right
actions are always the result of any choice of direction
or encounter.
If you think this is some easy, too long patient type
of activity, I suggest you look to any accomplishment,
loan or business activity you have personally encountered.
If it took you three times as long as you thought
necessary—you will get my point. Changing a WORLD
is a somewhat larger task, thank you for inquiring (or
complaining as the case is). GOD DOES NOT DO IT
“FOR” YOU! Check out your own intentions and
exactly what it TRULY is that you wish to accomplish—
the answer to self might well be quite “interesting” but
you can’t fool God, my friends.
We accomplished so much more than a typical
meeting on Saturday last; we made legal proof of
mishandling prior to now in FDN matters and that was
to THE Judge who handled the case prior to now.
Not shabby. Not shabby at all. We just keep plodding
along while trying to also handle those things that
happen in LIFE while every other plan is ignored in
the flow-line.
To you who “have taken a break” away: WE
HAVEN’T, and therein is the reason we make
progress so please be patient and pleasant with those
of us struggling along this untrodden pathway. We
certainly have had no break today or yesterday, nor do
we expect one tomorrow. Those who would help will
do so; those who won’t, won’t. What IS, is all that
is with which to work or upon which to base hope.
We will certainly always know that we learn a lot
about what “is” and who “is” at this time of year in
confusion of celebrations. Most just give up and play
Santa Claws and pass on by...! The hungry will be no
less hungry on Christmas so expect no more, please.
Lie to self in this material matter and it is your
conscience under attack in any circumstance. Praying
won’t help if you DON’T ACT. How many bridges
ever got built by talking or prayer—without someone
with hands on—building? That’s right—NONE!
Thank you for sharing a few minutes and I’ll leave
some of you with a thought of the day: Sometimes
reclaiming someone is far shorter in time and better in the
longer-term than training someone new, especially when
there is no trainer around to do the job. This is a very
good consideration in moving past the Holidays and into
the NEW YEAR.
GCH
dharma
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The Sacred Hill Within
Chapter 2: God & Faith
12/6/04—#1 (18-112)
MON., Dec. 6, 2004 2:19 P.M. YR 18, DAY 112
Manila, Philippines
RE: THE SACRED HILL WITHIN, LITTLE CROW,
chap. 2—GCH/D
***
WHEN THE QUESTIONS ARISE—
THINK
Will some God somewhere scoop the mud off your
fallen body? No, if it is lifted from you then it will be
through human hands that the task is performed. Ah
BUT, God may well send the “hands”.
You want specifics because the world of what IS
is not that which is fed to you by the wagonload.
Well, MAN is good at one thing above all—lying!
Until the lie in point is stopped and Truth presented,
you cannot function in Truth. These are just the facts!
Go back, therefore, to where truth is shared. Go
BACK to the reality of life itself in all the wondrous
REASON that God provides Creation. It is NOT
what is dumped into your heads, bowed or otherwise,
on a trek through the temple—any temple.
Let us share another step on the path of Truth and
recognize RESPONSIBILITY instead of more
confusion factors.
[QUOTING THE SACRED HILL WITHIN, Little
Crow, Chapter 2:]
GOD AND FAITH
“You are of God and God is of you. The existence
of God is only possible by your existence. The
maximum power of God at any one time is in
direct ratio to the number who have accepted the
responsibility of living within this concept. There
was no beginning and there is no end. We (GOD)
have always been and will be forever.”
When we consider human history, we often hear
and read stories about how we were created, about the
fact that we were created as opposed to having
evolved. If, indeed, there is anything to the theory of
evolution, when did man become separated from that
process? What made us special? Perhaps we were
needy and, being needy, we had to create some story,
some myth that would set us apart from the plants and
animals, separate us from the evolutionary process. In
that need, we created an idea of God. We created a
God out of our own need.
The Lakota people, in some of their stories, tell of
a time before we were flesh. One doesn’t often read
or hear that in other places. There is an account
which tells of angels being cast out of heaven and of

human beings cast out of a garden, but my Oral
Tradition talks about a time before we were flesh,
when we were spirit and had the ability to do all
things—to change our shapes, communicate, go and
come as we pleased. We had all the abilities which
we now attribute to God. Perhaps we had a need
then, as those people below the Earth before we were
flesh, to develop the idea that we were what God is
perceived to be. We were energy and that energy
had the capacity to be anything it chose. It was all
things, so we were all things. It didn’t require a
building or a monument. It didn’t require layers of
bureaucracy, hierarchies or a class structure. It didn’t
need to be induced through the use of mind-altering,
spirit-pounding drugs. It simply required faith. God is
a matter of faith, dependent upon your need as a human
being. Whatever you need it to be is how God
becomes determinant in your life. If you don’t believe
in God then that is honorable too, because you are
sacred. You are what your faith determines, not faith
as construed by others, but the faith constructed within
you.
It is doubtful that we can come together as a
group of more than two and agree on what God is.
We become very unimaginative. We are undisciplined
and we lose faith because we want guidelines and
formulations. We are looking for a guarantee that my
God is better than yours or my God is the right God
and yours is wrong. Whatever God is to you is right.
Whatever you perceive God or a higher power to be
is right; it is correct; it is yours. It isn’t necessarily
mine or the person’s on the other side of the street, but
that is okay. It isn’t necessary for all of us to see God
in the same way. When we think we must all see
God in the same way, we have religious wars and
ethnic cleansing. Eliminating the questions about God
alleviates the arguments over who is correct and who
is not, who is superior and who is inferior, about what
is right and wrong. The question is not whether there
is a God or whose God is the right God; the question
is whether or not each of us is willing to take the
responsibility of believing there is a God and then have
the faith to live our lives according to how we believe
God would live. We need to live how we believe God
would live, not how we think God wants us to live.
Contrary to popular opinion, God is not concerned with
whether we live or not. That is up to us. Breathing
is our responsibility, not God’s. The minute we stop
breathing, we are on our way out of here.
God is a matter of faith, dependent upon our need.
Psychologists today tell us not to be needy. They say
it’s okay to want or desire something, but not to need
something. Our faith is predicated on our need, so are
the psychologists in league with the devil, trying to
disavow us of our need, our only connecting link to the
Mother-Father Creator? Perhaps they are trying to
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eliminate our need by putting it on a “higher level”
such as I “want”. God is my life. If you really want
God in your life, stand in front of the mirror and take
a deep breath and you can see God at work. The
only thing that we lack is the accountability and
responsibility of accepting God and having faith in it.
There is a passage in the red book (From the
Gathering: The Wisdom of Little Crow (Fountain
Valley, One World Publishing, 1993), that says, “There
is going to be no supreme race, no supreme
people, no supreme beings. Everybody is going to
have to take the responsibility and seven
generations from now we’ll say to God, Tunkashila,
Umdogee, Wakan Tanka, ‘Here’s what you dreamt
of. This is a dream you gave us as human beings
when you created us in this universe. Here it is,
right here where you put us to fulfill it. Here’s our
dream to you. Happy Birthday.’ And God will
say, ‘Why did you do all this?’ And we’ll say,
‘For all our relations.’”
There are no supreme beings, no supreme races,
there is nothing superior to you nor are you superior
to anything else because everything is sacred,
everything is part of creation. There is no object, thing,
act, person, or religion that is better than any other.
No one is more spiritual, more religious, more saved,
less saved, more sinful, less sinful than anyone else.
No one can buy God. No one can buy indulgences or
salvation, nor can anyone take retribution or revenge
because each of us is God. We are God according to
our need. We just have to be accountable to live as
we believe God would live.
Have you ever wondered why there are fleas?
Someone asked me that the other day and I decided
that person didn’t have enough to do if they had time
to sit around and wonder why fleas exist. But think
about it: if everything is sacred and we are not to kill
indiscriminately, why do we have fleas? They exist to
deep dogs busy so they don’t chew the furniture or
wear a path in the yard, so they will bite themselves,
chase their tails, scratch and kick, roll in the dirt, jump
in the water or do whatever else it takes to find relief.
If we watch the dogs, the four legged, we see
ourselves doing exactly the same thing. Fleas might
represent an unwanted relationship and we scratch,
kick and bite trying to get rid of it like a dog trying to
get rid of fleas. Like the fleas, everyone in our lives
is there to give us something to do. If they are sick,
down and out, depressed, hungry or sad, it gives us
something to do trying to help them. Otherwise, we
might not be doing anything except sitting around on
our butts. By the same token, we are wherever we
are, doing whatever we are doing so someone else will
have something to do. Someone else can love us or
hate us. Someone else can love and hate us at the
same time. Someone else can ridicule or hurt us.
Someone else can help us. Each of us is on this Earth,
part of the puzzle, so that we will have something to
do—to consider helping our relatives and to think about
those who will come after us. I do not know for
certain if there is a heaven or not; I have the faith to
do for you what you need me to do, if I can, and to
be accountable for it, to be accountable for the God
self that dwells within.
[H: Could it be possible that there are fleas,
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especially on your dog or cat, so that YOU can
find a way to give relief to YOUR pet by figuring
a way to get rid of those nasty fleas, hopefully
before they start chewing on YOU. Fleas
entered the created world without blood-sucking
but once established that it pays a flea to be a
parasite on living “things”, they grew and
prospered until they could no longer survive
without a “host” to provide blood and
sustenance. Have YOU not learned over the
generations to do the same thing without thought
or favor? You don’t need to kill cows, for
instance, for your living needs—even mad ones
or especially mad ones—but you may well need
to get rid of the fleas that chew on the cows or
the bats that feed on the cows to keep your own
lives functional and beyond “madness”. Can you
understand, therefore, that fleas or YOU are not
“God’s FAULT”? as if someone to blame for
your own lack of responsibility? If you want to
get rid of pests and non-wanted things—YOU
MUST “DO” SOMETHING TOWARD THAT
END. I can think of almost infinite things to do
with the “flea” and the topic thereof so cannot
you think of even one?
Let us further consider the tiny mosquito and
what it could possibly be worth. To WHOM
does it have worth? For starters, to the
chemical industry and drug houses who build
whole wealth systems just around the “blood
sucking” disease provided by those tiny flying
annoyances. Take it from there, please, and
consider new careers for self and offspring. And
then, move on DOWN the line to the microbes—
WOW AND OH WOW!]
Separation from the concept of God has become
the reality of the human condition. We think of God
as separate, as outside of ourselves in some other
universe or dimension.
We have removed ourselves from the source of
all things and, as a consequence, we are left struggling
and blinded. We can see daily examples of our
separation from God in the newspaper accounts of
child abuse, rape, murder and other terrible things that
people do to one another. Many of us want to know
why things like that happen and we often hear people
wonder how God can let those things occur. We live
in a world of balance and duality so the question is,
why wouldn’t they happen? Someone made a
decision to do those terrible things and why they do
them is irrelevant. The fact is, they happen. It isn’t
God that makes or lets them happen. It isn’t some
outside force that creates those events. God, Allah,
Buddha, has nothing to do with it. A human being
makes the decision to do those things to another human
being. It is a matter of choice. It doesn’t matter how
badly those people might have been abused in their
lives or what has been done to them; they still have a
choice. Each and every one of us has a choice and
that choice isn’t predicated on what has happened to
us in the past. There are no excuses, there is no one
to blame but ourselves. We, and only we, are
responsible and accountable for the choices we make.
We are all accountable for recognizing the God within
each of us and living our lives accordingly.

When I grew up—I was born in 1933—my role
models didn’t look like me. There were posters of
successful people, role models, on the walls of my
school and none of them looked like I did. I saw those
images as representing what America was about,
what goodness and happiness was about, what life was
SUPPOSED to be. When I went into the military and
traveled to different countries, I saw life wasn’t like
what I had been taught to believe it was back in grade
school. In truth, I had realized that earlier when, as
a senior in high school, I was verbally, psychologically,
and emotionally abused by several of my teachers for
being racially and ethnically different. Later in life,
after getting people who were committing the crimes,
particularly the white collar crimes—the people who
did the inside trading, the thieving and fraudulent ripoffs—looked like the people in those posters on the
walls of my grade school. They represented America
and those things that I held to be sacred and dear—
my dream. I had tried looking like them, even to the
point of wearing a suit and becoming part of the status
quo, the mainstream, but I became disillusioned. I
decided they were criminals and I went about trying
to destroy them by putting them in jail. I thought they
deserved to do time for their crimes against my dream,
the crimes that destroyed the dreams that I’d had as
a young man about what a beautiful, wonderful,
hopeful world it would be. Then I sobered up and
discovered that sobriety equated to just one thing, self
love. If I could love myself unconditionally, I could
muster the faith to believe that God created me in
fairness and equality, not with two strikes against me
but to be who and what I was and am. If we can
love ourselves unconditionally, we can have the faith
to believe that God dwells within us and all we have
to do is be accountable for it. Take the accountability
and maintain the faith.
Remember the old slogan from the ’60s? “Keep
the faith, baby.” Keep the faith. Faith is power in its
simplest form. Faith holds the universe together. God
isn’t about redemption and salvation or damnation, it’s
about faith. It’s about you, your need, what you need
God to be. In that need then, your actions and
responses to the needs of your fellow human beings
will not be based on their color, size, weight, or their
economic or social status, but on the fact of their
relationship to you as a human being.
According to my stories, the Mother-Father
Creator is simply everything and everywhere. We are
all from the same source. We are that source. We
are of God and God is of us. Everything that exists
outside of us exists within us. We seek outside of
ourselves that which has always been within. We are
the God we seek. We are responsible; we are
connected; we are accountable. And when the
Creator asks at that time why we did this, we will
answer, “Not for ourselves but for all our relations.”
***
As we turn from Little Crow and again into the
hyper-foolishness of “presumed reality”, which is
NOT, I am interested at the arguments you offer in
behalf of your own dead and irrational assumptions.
Examples: “A SAVIOR IS BORN...”; “Christmas is
on December 25 th …”. All other religions have
different days of celebration of their own particular
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GOD of “non-reality”. ALL ARE MANMADE
FABRICATIONS DEVELOPED TO FOOL YOU
THE PEOPLE—ALL THE TIME, HOPEFULLY.
Let us consider that particular focus of
“Christmas” since the season is upon us. Well, for
first consideration on your part, that Jesus you proclaim
for celebration of nativity, was actually born
(historically presented) in the area of the “Holy-Land”
(which isn’t) on AUGUST 8th (9th in Southeast Asia).
What year? Wow, who cares? It was a very, very
long time ago in your presentation of calendars where
you have even those so botched as to accuracy as to
be totally entertaining.
Different people celebrate the New Moon, the Full
Moon, the absent moon and so on down the line from
worshiping rats, monkeys and elephants to blaming
some poor old “proclaimed” (but not by themselves)
chosen victims to be your prophets where everyone
writes the prophecies except the one you “blame”.
And moreover: YOU MAKE THEM INTO THE
IMAGE OF YOURSELF—NOT GOD.
Why would you do this? Because you do not
want RESPONSIBILITY even for YOURSELF!
That should read “especially for yourself”. It is almost
a relief when someone says, “tell me what to do…”
because I “don’t want the responsibility of a decision
to…”, etc. When we do not DEPEND on other than
non-acceptance of original, or even assigned,
responsibility we can at the least go forward and
function under our own assumption of responsibility in
a given circumstance which INVOLVES OUR OWN
PROGRAMS OR CIRCUMSTANCES. If it matters
not, then why concern?
Why would “I” take responsibility? Because YOU
DON’T! It is no bigger nor lesser! So, yes, right here
at the holidays, no less, I WILL TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THAT WHICH TOTALLY
INFLUENCES THAT WHICH IS “OURS” TO
CONSIDER AND THEN, YES INDEED, I WILL
ASK YOU TO DISCERN AND IN SOME
INSTANCES TO MAKE IT SO.
Because of those necessities of being required to
intervene, I will leave this and ask your patience while
we put out some fires in the windsocks. For goodness
sakes, hold steady until you can allow WISDOM to
infiltrate a circumstance. Most of the problems are
already so old as to be out dated so why panic NOW?
I do want you to have a MERRY CHRISTMAS
and I want you to please TRY (but it is not expected)
to love one another and even take a bit of
responsibility for at least the indisposed. We are going
to enter a NEW YEAR in a few days and let me be
the first to wonder what in the world YOU are doing.
I know that which I shall be doing!
We are offering the WORLD better ways of
existing and solutions to overwhelming confrontations.
So be it. We have ALREADY “OFFERED” and thus
far, nobody bothers to settle down to give it life—just
quarrel over who gets MOST.
May you experience in balance within reason and
beyond all, LOVE. May your holidays be filled with
that which is goodly within self and it shall be reflected
without self!
DAD
dharma
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The Mystery Of Satan
& The Devil (Part Two)
As we continue the outlay of this information, we
find it necessary to remind our readers that
discernment is necessary if you are to extract what is
valid from this presentation and toss the garbage.
There is a vast distinction to be made between
Jews and Zionists (Bohemians, Neocons) for instance,
but that is for the goodly Jewish people themselves to
set to right. And so they are doing, as evidenced by
the image on this page, an advertisement sponsored
by “Jews Against Zionism”. With that
disclaimer, let us continue:
Irrespective of whether or not a Jew in
Christendom is Sephardic or AshkenazimKhazar all of them claim descent from the
Jews in the New Testament who were
enemies of Jesus Christ (Yahshua) and His
disciples, and who murdered all of them.
Those anti-Christ (anti-Messiah, anti-anointed
One) Jews were of one recognized group.
Their descendants today have never lost their
identity. As a racial body, they know they are
the same people who gave Jesus Christ
(Yahshua) all the trouble. The average
Christian will also know these facts, if they
ever wake up to the truth. Therefore,
observe! In Matt. 3:7; 12:34; 23:33 and Luke
3:7 Jesus Christ (Yahshua) and John the
Baptist accuse them of being a generation
(race) of vipers. Gennema is Greek for the
word “generation”. It means, a progeny, or
descendant in a continuous line. Viper, is
echidna, a female viper. According to
Assyrian records now in the British Museum,
London, England that female viper was Ishtar,
the daughter of Akki, the water-god of
lustration.
Now “Akki” is what Christians know as
Lucifer, Satan or the Devil, and the Akki,
father of Ishtar, was the Serpent in Gen. 3,
who, according to the Sethite Enoch in his
Book of Enoch, was called Azazel. He is
the “scapegoat” of Lev. 16:8 which says:
“And Aaron shall cast lots upon the two goats;
one lot for the Lord, and the other for the
scapegoat.”
The word “scapegoat” is AZAZEL, in
Hebraic. The word “cast” is nathan, appoint.
Upon is al pene, in the face of. Lot is goral,
lot as the fate of one on whom falls the will
of God.
The scene in Lev. 16 took place after God
(Yahweh) appointed our Israelite progenitors
for His Kingdom on Earth. ... The goats
symbolized that all non-Israelites are the goatnations and Israel is Yahweh’s sheep Nations.
... The goat set free for the scapegoat (not as
one, but FOR him) symbolized God (Yahweh)
offers no salvation for Azazel’s race of Jews,
inasmuch as in Lev. 16:10 the word “be” is amah,
confirm. Atonement, is kaphar, pitch as arranging
one’s fate. With, is eth, always. For is bead, in
behalf of.
Therefore, Yahweh says: But the goat, on which
the will of Yahweh fell, to confirm the Devil (Azazel),
shall be presented alive before Yahweh, to make an

arrangement of his fate always, and to let him (the
goat) go in behalf of a Devil (or one of Azazel’s
household).
In book III of this study we will present the entire
record that shows Yahweh offers no salvation to
Azazel’s race of the Jews, whose human ancestral
father (Cain) was Sargon, according to Assyrian
records, who was adopted by Akki for Akki’s own
son. Cain married Ishtar, Akki’s daughter, and sealed

the union in the ritual of the righthand shake, known
as the Bel-pack. Bel, Beel, or Baal, are other names
of the Devil. The son of Ishtar and Cain-Sargon was
Marduk, the Enoch in Gen. 4:17. Cain founded the
Akkad Dynasty in 3501 B.C. Akkadia was the
Devil’s Kingdom extending from the Tigris-Euphrates
Rivers to the Indus River in the east.
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Matt. 23:33, 35 and Luke 11:51 prove Jewry is the
progeny of Cain and Ishtar. The “Generation” in
Matt. 23:36 is genea, nation. The “damnation” in
verse 33 is krisis, condemnation. The “hell” is
Gehenna, the Valley of Hinnon immediately south of
Jerusalem where the Cainite-Akkad-Amalek-Idumean
mongrels murdered the children of Israel as sacrifices
to Ishtar and Moloch, and Jewry cannot escape the
condemnation.
Satan, as the Devil, has always been a Jew. In
Book III of this study we will show the genealogical
record of the Royal Satanic line from the current Devil
to the Serpent of Gen. 3. Today, he is the Asiatic
Turco-Mongol Jew, Prince Abdul Baraba Baha, the
illegitimate son of the deposed Sultan of Turkey (Abdul
Hamid II, deposed in 1909), born to a Jew whore in
Mecca, Arabia in 1894. He exalted himself as
Almighty God in 1928 while living in Iraq. Apparently
he went to Moscow, Russia in 1943 in order to
proclaim “God” for Jewry in Russia by his
Turko-Mongol kinsman Jew Joseph
Vissarionvitch Djugashvili, alias Joseph Stalin
and his Jew Cabal in the Kremlin of which
Mr. James C. Hollenbeck alludes in his
treatise, “Jesus Christ and Anti-Christ”, in
which he says: “Some time ago in a great
gathering of the World Dignitaries and
Diplomats in London, Mr. (Jew) Molotov
arose and said to a tired group of statesmen
from all the United Nations Organization, ‘that
there was not a statesman anywhere in the
world that had the power or was capable of
bringing PEACE TO THE WORLD’, but Mr.
Molotov continued, ‘WE HAVE THAT
MAN ... and WHEN THE HOUR HAS
COME, HE WILL COME FORTH.’”
That “WE” is world Jewry, not the
Russian people. That “MAN” is not Joseph
Stalin or his successor. Instead, he is Prince
Abdul Baraba Baha who was brought to
these Christian United States of America in
1950 by Jew Owen Lattimore, and Jewry’s
Supreme Grand Orient Freemasonic Lodge of
B’nai B’rith in New York City proclaimed
him to be Jewry’s god in the Western
Hemisphere. He was then enshrined
temporarily in John Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland under the alias of Diluwa
Hutuktu. It is believed he is now in Asia or
Russia waiting for B’nai B’rith to pull the last
string taut in order for him to give the
command to utterly cripple America by
industrial strikes called by Jews in high places
of labor unions, then force President Truman
or his successor to declare the situation
constitutes national emergency in which Jews
will take control of the very heart beat of our
Nation in the pretext of preventing anarchy
and bloodshed—the victory of the proletariat.
Yet the blue-print shows if that disaster
cannot be created, then Prince Abdul Baraba
Baha stands ready to command the Jews in
the Kremlin to start dropping atomic bombs on
America’s cities in order to create an
international emergency so he can come forth
to be proclaimed god-emperor of the world for
“miraculously” bringing the war to an end to
prevent annihilation of man by telling Jewry
the war has gone far enough.
In his book, The Super Deceiver on the World
Horizon, Mr, James C. Hollenbech says as early as
1929: “In connection with the building of the Temple
of Solomon many world prominent Jewish people have
already made a secret covenant with Prince Abdul
Baraba Baha. They fully believe he is their Messiah
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and will set up temple worship and will rule from the
city of Jerusalem.”
Without question, Prince Abdul Baraba Baha is
the Gog in Ezek. 38 and 39 who the prophet says, in
this era would be the chief prince of Meshech, Magog
and Tubal. In the Hebraic “Gog” means high,
mountain (mount), in which the word “high” is al, most
high. Mountain (mount), is rum, exalt self. That word
“chief” is rosh, ruler, and the “prince” is nasi, exalted.
Meshech was the ancient name of Moscow; Magog
was the ancient name of Russia, Mongolia, Manchuria
and Siberia. Tubal was the ancient name of Tobolsk,
Siberia. Thus Gog would exalt himself the most high
god as the exalted ruler of Eurasia in the latter days,
and Prince Abdul Baraba Baha has done that very
thing. Moreover, he and world Jewry is the “he” in
Ezek. 17:11-16 in who were the Cainite-Akkad
mongrels who absorbed Esau to become the
“Idumeans” of God’s curse in Isa. 34:5 out of whom
came Prince Abdul Baraba Baha and Jewry today
who have Eurasia in the palms of their hands to use
and destroy God’s (Yahweh’s) Kingdom of Christian
Israel.
Christians know the awfulness of intangible Satan,
yet when realizing he is amidst us in tangible form, the
awfulness is magnified to what it is. (The Jews are
actually devils in shoe leather.) It is so awful it is
similar to one being locked in a dark house with a
sinister monster which at any moment may reach out
and rend one from limb to limb. Jewry is that sinister
skulking Beast. His presence in our racial House is
the reason, and the only reason, there is spiritual and
physical death amidst our people. Any old-fashioned
Christian preacher knows the wages of sin is spiritual
death. They know the awfulness of spiritual death, yet
only a few know about the profound sinister forces
which cause spiritual death. It is caused by us being
forced to exist in the Satanic Beast System conjured
up by the Serpent race of Jews on purpose to destroy
man. That System is what one observes in
Revelation 13:4 which says: “Who is like unto the
Beast? Who is able to make war with him?” Then,
in protocol No. 4 of Jewry’s Luciferian priests those
prophesied words come forth in plain English when it
says: “Who and what is in position to observe an
invisible force? And that is precisely what our force
is.”
That Beast System is the rascal in Rev. 17 which
says he is, and is not, and yet is. In other words, he
is so enormous, silent and sinister the average person
does not know he exists, because they cannot see him
for his bigness. That skulking Beast is Jewry’s
apostate Christian ecclesiastical, Oriental occult
religious-political-economical-financial system of the
Serpent, Red Dragon, Devil or Satan. His power
emanated from Jewry’s Luciferian priests known in
Christendom as the Learned Elders Of Zion. He is a
shadowy Beast System of confusion conjured up to be
the Devil and his Beast race of Jews among whom he
forces us to live because our own Israelite leaders
violate Divine Law by permitting Jewry to live amidst
us. The contamination of our spiritual and mental
atmosphere by that Beast System causes us to think
erroneously. Erroneous thinking was Adam’s sin
which spiritually-killed him, although he was alive in the
body. He was created spiritually-perfect, and today
any child not of the Satanic race of Jews is born into
this manifest world spiritually-alive. When he becomes
of age in which he knows right from wrong as such,
the erroneous thought effort generates in his brain
cavity a destructive electro-cosmic field of oscillatory
disequilibrium which thrusts him out of conscious
contact with God and spiritually-kills him. That is the
reason Jesus Christ (Yahshua) says it is absolutely
essential for one to [be] born again (to be born from

above) in order to live in the hereafter. ... Moreover
scientists know the presence of the destructive field of
oscillatory disequilibrium is the reason, and the only
reason why our bodies gradually deteriorate and
eventually die of “old age” even though we may have
never been ill one moment of our lives; and death in
any form is caused by our race ... being out of
synchronism with Yahweh.
In Enoch’s Divine Revelation constructed into the
Great Pyramid of Gizeh Israel’s extent of displacement
from God (Yahweh) is constructed as a mathematical
factor of 286.1022156 Pyramid inches (a Pyramid inch
is 1.001064 over the British inch). It is located
everywhere the sublime symbolism shows a relation
between things spiritual and things material. It is
known as the displacement factor. It is man’s mortal
mental veil which shatters in our consciousness the
omnipresent spiritual light of God’s Christ-Son of
Righteousness. That veil is also symbolized in the
Great Pyramid as the Granite Leaf at the entrance of
the Ante-Chamber, or the Chamber of the Triple Veils
before the Throne of God. Our veil is woven by
erroneous thinking and it consciously displaces us from
God. Jewry’s Beast System is the source of that
erroneous thought effort in order for the Devil and his
Satanic race of Jews to spiritually-kill man in order to
get revenge against God (Yahweh). In addition, in all
the annals of history, wars in civilization have been
Jewry’s special business to kill on vast scales as many
humans as possible, in order for that Satanic race to
get further revenge against God because the Devil
cannot be God and his Beast race lesser gods.
Without Jewry contaminating our spiritual and mental
atmosphere there would have never been any wars
between Israel’s Christian Nations after Israel arrived
in the Appointed Place of North-west Europe and the
British Isles as prophesied by II Sam. 7:10 and 1
Chron. 17:9 and Jewry brags about being the engineer,
financier and fomenter of all wars in Christendom.
Jewry, alone, is responsible for all bloodshed in murder,
suicide and otherwise amidst our race in between wars
(Matt. 23:45: Luke 11:51; Rev. 17:1-6). He
accomplishes it by forcing us to exist in His Beast
System which makes living conditions so contrary to
Divine Law we attempt to get relief from the unseen
pressure by reckless living, dissipation, greed, graft, lies,
gambling, robbery, deceit, and betrayal of our Nation.
Termination of death from Satan and his
counterfeit race of Jews is the reason, and the only
reason, God (Yahweh) came into the material plane as
Jesus Christ (Yahshua) of Nazareth. The record
states: “Forasmuch as the children (of Yahweh,
Israel) are the partakers of the flesh and blood, He
Himself likewise took part of the same; that through
death, He might destroy him that had power of death,
that is the Devil” (Heb. 2:14 confirmed by I John 3:8)
If the Devil is merely a spiritual being, then why
was Yahweh, as Jesus Christ of Nazareth born of a
woman? David says in Psalms 139:8 if he had made
his bed in hell, Yahweh would have been there. If
that is true, and hell is what the clergy has been telling
us about, then what was keeping Yahweh from
destroying the Devil if Yahweh could descend into
hell? [If] the Devil is not tangible, then why did
Yahweh become tangible in order to draw up a new
contract for the children of Israel to destroy the Devil?
This is why:
Yahweh created our Adamic progenitors especially
to destroy the Devil and his race. They, however,
were spiritually-sabotaged by that Beast race and
came under the power of Satanic death. Out of the
remnants of that sabotaged race Yahweh took one
man and his family out of whom He created our
Israelite progenitors for His third Kingdom on Earth to
destroy the Satanic race. Israel, however, was also
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sabotaged and destroyed before she could even
commence to really learn Divine Law. ... To conquer
spiritual and physical death, therefore, it was essential
for Yahweh to come into the plane of things material
in order to draw up a new contract with our race then
sign it with His Blood to confirm it in accordance with
Heb. 2:14; Matt. 14:24 and I John 3:8. We, the
White men of Anglo-Saxon-Celto Israel, are the ones
vested with that contract, and it is time for the
Christian clergy to stand up and be counted.
The word “Satanic”, however, has four meanings:
the hater, an accuser, an adversary, an opposing spirit.
In I Chron 21:1 Satan is the spirit of opposition in
David which caused him to number the children of
Israel after Yahweh warned him against it in order to
keep the Devil’s Serpent race ignorant of Israel’s
numerical weakness.
The record in Job 1:7 says: “Yahweh said unto
Satan, Whence comest thou? Then Satan answered
Yahweh, and said, From going to and fro in the Earth,
and from walking up and down in it.” On the surface,
that record seems to infer the Devil is a jolly old
fellow rambling over the Earth fiddling away his time
while enjoying the scenery. However, me-ayim is the
Hebraic for that word “whence”. There is no
adequate English for it, yet one definition for our
“whence” is from what? In Hebraic, that compound
word is la-mah, what good? The Hebraic for Job’s
word “comest” is bo, attain. The words “to” and
“fro” are synonymous as shub, to pervert. Earth is
erets, humanity. The second word “from” is midde,
sufficiently. Walking is halak, habitually. In, is dai,
for. It, is hu, the same.
The Adamites (the sons of God, Job 1:6) had
assembled to celebrate the Messianic ritual of Spiritual
Renewal of Yahweh’s Kingship amidst them. The
ritual was celebrated every 30 years. During the
ceremony, Satan went amidst them in order to observe
the high priest of the Order of Melchizedek bring lifesustaining bread and wine out of the dimension of
spirit, because if Satan could have learned the secret
he could have used it to “prove” he was “God”. Satan
was challenged by the Presence of God, who possibly
was Melchizedek as Yahshua the Messiah Himself,
who said to that rascal: “What good do you attain?”
Satan answered: “From despising and perverting
humanity sufficiently to form a habit for the same.”
That passage further proves the Devil and his
race of Jews have, from the beginning, exalted evilness
as a virtue, which we observed in the original of II
Peter 2:12 on page 14 of Book I of this study: These
living dead things, are conceived and brought forth in
child birth with the idea born in them to speak evil of
things they understand not, and to capture man and
corrupt him utterly. That is the purpose of Jew
Freemasonry—to teach Lucifer’s “divine wisdom” in
order to destroy man while posing as his benefactor
and while Jewry expands into the grandiose image of
Lucifer as the perfection of perfect spiritual depravity
(666).
In Psalms 109:6 Satan is a human who David
wanted to act as an adversary against his Serpent
enemies. In Zech. 3:1, 2 Satan in modern Jewry
declaring our faults are the extent of our faith in
Yahweh. Joshua symbolizes the House of Israel as
Yahweh’s Royal Priesthood Nation of Exo. 19:6 and
I Peter 2:5, 9 who is now almost ready to receive new
spiritual garments and a crown of glory for our
National Rule With God.
In Matt. 4:10; Mark 1:13 and Luke 4:8 Satan is
the King of the Jews for that era. He was as tangible
as any material object. His name was Artabanus II.
He reigned as King of Parthia from 10 to 40 A.D. He
was of the Turanian branch of the Serpent in Isa.
14:29 whose dynasty was founded the Devil, Balae-
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astarus (Assyrian name), who was the Devil,
Baalizebub, the Prince of the Shades, of II Kings 1:2,
3, 6, 16. He was none other than Ethbaal in I Kings
16:31, father of the female Devil Jezebel, wife of King
Ahab of the House of Israel in Samaria.
When Yahshua the Messiah was in the material
plane Satan’s seat of conspiracy against Yahweh and
man was Pergamos, Greece (Bergama, Turkey,
today). It is recorded in Rev. 2:12, 13. He made
Pergamos his headquarters in 429 B.C. That is why
Yahshua in Rev. 2:12, 13 says Pergamos was Satan’s
seat and home town. During the reign of the Devil,
Attalus (241-197 B.C.) Pergamos rose to the zenith of
power as the political and cultural capital of Asia
Minor. Its splendor was reached in the decade[s]
between 197 and 159 B.C. under the Devil Eumeneas
II, who ruled over Mysia, Lydia and the greater part
of Phrygia and Caria.
While checking Prince Abdul Baraba Baha’s
personal genealogical record with the ancient historians
we observe his “god” ancestor, Phraates III, was
murdered in 57 B.C. by his legitimate son,
Mathradates III, and his illegitimate son, Ordos I, in
order for the latter to reign as “God”. He
masqueraded as such until 37 B.C., then exalted his
son Phraates IV. His wife of the latter Devil was
called the goddess Musa. Their eldest son, Phraataces,
was appointed by Phraates IV to succeed as God”, yet
Musa murdered him in 4 B.C. then exalted her
illegitimate son Phraates V, as “God”. In 5 A.D.,
however, Musa and “god” were murdered by the
Luciferian priests who then proclaimed the bastard,
Ordos II, was “God”. He reigned from 5 to 7 A.D.
then was murdered by Vonones I who reigned as
“God” until 11 A.D. when in turn he was murdered by
Artabanus II, the tempter of Jesus Christ in Matt. 4,
Mark 1 and Luke 4 who had proclaimed himself
“God” the previous year after murdering all of the
Arsacid princes except Vonones I who was eliminated
in 11 A.D. Knowing his crooked record, we observe
he did it in order to attempt restoration of the Kingdom
of Iran and possibly a World Empire after the one fell
in 330 B.C. with the conquest of the Persain Empire
by the Israelite Danite, Alexander the Great when the
Serpent’s sceptre was broken in accordance with Isa.
14:29. The Roman Governor of Armenia enlisted the
service of the Scythian Israelites to destroy the Devil’s
power threatening the Roman Empire. They defeated
him in 27 A.D., yet, he bribed the Israelite tribes of
Sacae and Danae and made another effort to defeat
Rome.
The record does not show from what place the
Devil, Artabanus II, went in order to go to Jerusalem
and cut Jesus Christ (Yahshua) off from the Father.
The record in Matt. 3:7 proves he believed John the
Baptist was the Messiah Son of God (Yahweh), and
he sent his spies to ascertain whether or not that was
true. John, however, spurned them and said: “O
generation of vipers, who has warned you to flee from
the wrath to come?” We formerly observed those
rascals were in the progeny of Cain and Ishtar. The
word “wrath” in Matt. 3:7 is orge, in the Greek. It
means vengeance. John was referring to the
vengeance coming to those rascals when the Messiah
would re-organize the Kingdom of God by bringing
dispersed Israel back to Palestine (the children of God
scattered abroad, John 11:52) then destroy the Devil’s
kingdom of Jewry. (Probably speaking of Rome in 70
A.D.)
When that report was made to the Devil,
Artabanus II, he went to Jerusalem in order to locate
Jesus Christ then went there to make black magic in
order to generate a tremendous electro-cosmic field of
oscillatory disequilibrium and cut Jesus Christ off from
the Father. That fact is denoted in Matt. 4, Mark 1

and Luke 4 by the words “tempted” and “of” (the
Devil). Tempted, is peirazo, attack. Of, is hupo,
under. Therefore Jesus Christ was under attack by
the Devil, Artabanus II, who brought the power of his
black magic to bear in the first magnitude in order to
destroy Christ’s Mind and drive Him insane and thus
cut him off from the Father.
Now if one questions that situation, then consider the
fact that, temptation from an intangible Satan is manifest
in us by evil thoughts that come forth in evil deeds and
words of our own free will. For an intangible Satan to
tempt Jesus Christ as the surface appearance of the
record in Matt. 4, Mark 1 and Luke 4 stands, Jesus
Christ would have been guilty of erroneous thinking
which is sin in the first magnitude, inasmuch as erroneous
thinking is that which generates the force that
consciously cuts man off from God and spiritually-kills
him. For that reason, we cannot see things spiritual—
we are displaced 286.1022156 spiritual degrees from
spiritual center. If Christ had wanted to display His
Cosmic Powers by changing stones into bread it would
have been sin, because to perform a miracle in that order
would be in direct violation of Divine Law. He also
would have had evil thoughts if He had contemplated
using His Cosmic Force to conquer the world. Another
sin would have been for Him to think about climbing to
the pinnacle of the temple in Jerusalem then casting
Himself down in order to prove to the people He was
God by not being killed.
Jesus Christ was the manifestation of Yahweh on
Earth in tangible form. He never had one evil thought
in all of His existence in the spiritual and material
planes, because three of His seven Spirits are Divine
Truth, Divine Order and Divine Principle. To think evil
the source would have to be in His Being.
Note: For Yahshua to have been tempted in all
points like as we are, as stated in Hebrews 4:15, the
thoughts would have had to have been present from
the Adamite side of His physical manifestation, but the
yielding to these thoughts was resisted and overcome
with Yahshua never succumbing to the temptation.
The personality of Yah was victorious over the fleshly
Adamite mind (which would have been from Mary’s
side).
Therefore Yahshua the Messiah was under attack
from the Devil, Artabanus II. Yahshua was conscious
of that barrier being thrown around Him by the Devil,
because He could feel its oppressive force on His
brain, and if He had remained in the radius of that
destructive force it would have destroyed his ability to
think rationally. Therefore, He went into the desert to
get out of its influence. He had not begun His
Ministry and the Father’s Cosmic Powers had not
been vested in Him, yet the 40-day fast prepared Him
to receive it. Therefore, He could not have been
thinking about using the Power for materialistic
purposes. He received that Power after the temptation
and the Devil had departed and the angels came to
minister to Him. That fact is observed in the word
“minister” in Matt 4:11 and Mark 1:13 which is
diakoneo, in the Greek. It means serve as supplying
heat and light. We know heat and light are spiritual
forces, and in the case of Yahshua the Messiah, the
heat and light were the Father’s Cosmic Forces of the
universe controlled by the Mind of Yahshua the
Messiah.
The electro-cosmic field generated by the Devil
was similar to that which was generated by the Devil,
called “the Great Lord Marduk” by Cyrus, King of
Persia, which was so powerful it even restrained the
archangel Michael, and Daniel recorded it in 10:13.
The Devil was attempting to destroy Daniel and King
Nebuchadnezzar II because Daniel had been placed at
the head of the University of the Magi and
Nebuchadnezzar II had destroyed the Cainite-Akkad
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Dynasty and terminated the Kingdom of Assyria in
606 B.C. To add insult to injury, Nergal-Shar-Usar, a
son of Nebuchadnezzar II, had usurped the Devil’s
(Murduk) exalted position as “God” and enshrined
himself as such in his temple in Kutha. The black
magic drove Nebuchadnezzar II insane and he
remained insane for seven years. Those fields are
invisible, and while they are breaking down one’s ability
to think rationally one feels as though one is being
boxed-in with powerful walls slowly closing in on one.
Another manifestation of those fields is visible as
clouds of blackness so opaque they even shut off the
sun light at high noon. Those clouds were precisely
what was manifest recently in New York City when
a black cloud engulfed the Empire State building in
which Jewry’s Luciferian priests had convened in
order to draw all strings taut for the extirpation
(destruction) of Christianity and the white race of Israel
from the face of the Earth. Later, another cloud
settled over the entire city while the Luciferian priests
were conferring in the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in order
to consolidate the plot. They were not vapor nor
smoke clouds. They were visible fields of occult
power as the manifestation of the presence of the
Devil bringing to bear his black magic in the first
magnitude. They had an eerie feeling to army aviators
sent aloft to investigate the nature of the blackness. In
the Hebraic and Aramaic, the name of those clouds is
anan. It is variously used as; bring a cloud, sorceries,
enchanter, soothsayer, black magic, and witch-craft.
When Artabanus II failed in cutting Jesus Christ
off from the Father he went to Christ and attempted
to persuade Him to renounce His exalted position then
join him and both conquer the world and rule together
in “peace”. He wanted Christ to demonstrate His
power in converting stones into bread, obviously, in
order to learn the secret and use it to “prove” he was
a god, in similar manner as his ancestor in Job 1:6-8
and 2:1-7. Artabanus II then drew a mental picture
of taking Yahshua up to the “pinnacle of the temple in
the holy city” then casting Himself down, and if He
was truly the Christ-Son, the Father would not permit
Him to be killed when striking the pavement. It means
Artabanus explained to Yahshua that he would make
Him King of the House of Israel—the holy city of God.
The temple is Israel’s Soul-seat of consciousness,
Mind and body (I Cor. 3:16, 17; 6:19; II Cor. 6:16;
Eph. 2:21) of which the Devil, Artabanus II, promised
Yahshua to exalt Him to the zenith of power, and by
He being the Christ-Son in charge of things spiritual,
and he, the Luciferian son, “in charge” of things
material, Yahweh would sanction the union. The
words “fall, down, worship” used by the Devil are: fall,
is pipto, to fail. Down, is kato, beneath. Worship, is
proskun, to touch. Thus the Devil told Yahshua the
Messiah if He would fail to re-organize the Kingdom
of Yahweh exclusively for Himself as Yahweh had
sent Him to do, then lower Himself beneath him by
accepting the junior position in the kingship of the
World Empire then shake hands (touch) in the Belpact to seal that partnership, the political-priestly
position would be His by right that He was his adopted
son: the same as Cain became the co-regent with the
Devil after sealing the partnership in the Bel-pact.
(Note: The author is trying to make it appear that
Cain became an “adopted” son of Satan; that somehow
by a handshake, or a contract, Cain became Satan’s
adopted son. I am sure that the relation which made
Cain Satan’s son was much more intimate than a
handshake, and through that intimate relationship Cain
became Satan’s literal descendant (seed) or son. I am
sure that Eve could not have conceived by Satan by
a mere handshake!)
If Yahshua had accepted that proposition it would
have been the manifestation of Him casting Himself
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down from the pinnacle of the temple in Jerusalem—
casting Himself down below His dignity and his high
position as Mighty-One and King of Israel to the ground
of the lowest position in the entire universe as the
adopted son of the Devil. That Beast was offering
Yahshua the very thing He had in His hands—precisely
as he has done to man in all his existence, because the
Devil and his Serpent race of Jews never possessed
anything in all their existence but what they inveigled
(won over or got by flattery) man into depriving himself
of while thinking he was getting a bargain, which is
precisely the thing Jewry in America is offering us while
inveigling us to relinquish the sovereignty of the United
States of America—Abolish the United States in lieu of
a One World Government for “peace” for which the
bogus United Nations is merely the screen behind which
stands slavery, chains and death for our race (Israel) and
all other White nations who refuse to worship the Jew
as Almighty God. The United Nations is the “bogy” in
protocol No. 5 of Jewry’s Luciferian priests who say in
it: “In the place of the rulers of today we shall set up
a bogy which will be called the Super-Government
Administration. Its hands will reach out in all directions
like nippers and its organization will be of such colossal
dimensions that it cannot fail to subdue all the nations of
the world.”
Accordingly, that Jew “bogy” is gradually usurping
power and enslaving our people to the Devil’s race of
Jews by Eurasian Jews at the head of every office
working hand in glove with Jews in Washington, D.C.
who are blackmailing stupid U.S. Congressmen,
President Truman, and Dean Acheson, Secretary of
State, into doing Jewry’s very bidding in a deliberate premeditated conspiracy to destroy the United States of
America. Our membership in that anti-Yahshua, antiMessiah, anti-man Luciferian organization is our covenant
with death (hell) and agreement with hell as prophesied
by Isaiah in the 28th chapter of his Book, of which the
Honorable John T. Wood, U.S. Congressman from Idaho,
warned our people over the radio from Nampa, Idaho 16
Dec. 1951 and his speech was published on page A-244
of the Congressional Record for 17 Jan. 1952 under the
heading of “Our Greatest National Perils”, a portion of
which says:
“During the past three years, the original conception
of the United Nations as a league of sovereign nations,
organized for the preservation of world peace, has tended
to be displaced by that of a one-world government, within
which 60 nations we shall have but one vote. Such a
setup, when completed, will completely do away with our
present conception of republican form of government in
the United States, substituting therefore our inclusion into
a hybrid and mongrelized group of “have not” nations,
who are slavering ravenously for the balance of the
wealth amassed through the strivings and savings of
several generations of industrious Americans, who have
constituted and carried forward the very special genius
of the ideal we have been very proud to call the
American way of life, which has been the envy of the
world.
“... [L]ittle by little the powers delegated to the
Federal Government by the sovereign people of the
United States are either being usurped by that body, or
granted to them by a government set-up in Washington,
which is either ignorant of the fact it is granting
powers to the United Nations which the citizens of the
United States granted to it alone, or that each and
every department of the Federal Government granting
such powers is criminally recreant (cowardly,
unfaithful) to the oath each took upon assumption of
office to support and defend the Constitution of the
United States against all enemies from within or
without the United States.”
[End Part Two] Caveat: Discern antigoodness ACTIONS to identify what is anti-Christ.
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Electromagnetic Weapons
& Asymmetrical Warfare
By T.E. Bearden (Part Four)
With full credit and thanks to Tom Bearden and defending some hostile army on some distant
and <www.cheniere.org> for permission to reprint, battlefield, and then riding back into our protected
fortress again. There no longer exists such a thing
we continue with Part Four of this series.
as a “protected Fortress America”.
Instead of an identifiable single army on a single
19. MODERN ASYMMETRICAL WAR:
THE SCORPION DUEL
foreign battlefield, the terrorist foe’s “vitals” are hidden
around the world, in many places, and in many ways.
We thus are back to the absolutely primitive Many of them are secretly hidden right here in the
warfare of two dueling scorpions: He who first United States, inserted during the insertion phase which
succeeds at insertion, and then strikes his enemy has been ongoing for at least 20 years.
hard and decisively in his vitals, is he who wins a
In the U.S., we cannot “hide” our vitals such as
priori.
refineries, pipelines, railroads, bridges, electrical power
The procedure is to first ensure that one will hit plants and long transmission lines, harbors, water
the foe’s vitals catastrophically, and sufficiently to supplies, food supplies, etc. Instead, we can only try
destroy the entire foe himself. Then the procedure is to protect them against their certain attack, and try to
to unleash what has been assembled, thereby limit the damage and destruction. The main target for
the terrorists is not just our military forces, but
destroying the foe.
Hence the success of the insertion phase— also our civilian populace and especially our
inserting the necessary WMD and operational teams national economy—which is particularly vulnerable
into those vitals in advance—predetermines the by the rather simple destruction of our centralized
success of the subsequent operations phase, where electrical power system and its primary support
one strikes on order, unleashing the WMD and infrastructure.
The real art of asymmetric war is to first draw
destroying the nation’s vitals and therefore destroying
most of the targeted opponent’s military forces out of
the foe.
For the targeted scorpion, there is no turning back the protected fortress and get them scattered widely
or delay, once the insertion phase of the scorpion duel in distant locations and distant struggles. By
begins against him. Successful insertion of the augmenting the distant resistance, this forces the
required WMD and WMD teams— during a time targeted nation’s military forces mostly to be deployed
our folks innocently think of as “peacetime”— elsewhere, leaving the internal fortress itself much less
inevitably wins the war by destroying the protected, and thus making it highly vulnerable.
penetrated adversary very shortly after the
Once the major decisive action is shifted to inside
operations phase begins. In a nutshell, those two the protected fortress, the urgent necessity for (i) a
phases—insertion followed by operations—constitute strong Homeland Defense, (ii) well-organized mass
the “offense” part of asymmetric war. And since casualty treatment capabilities, and (iii) strong border
peacetime is just the insertion phase, asymmetric war defenses, sealing of the borders, and interception of
is perpetual war, whether or not shooting is insertion attempts as they occur, etc. There is also the
ongoing.
urgent need to go after the opposing scorpion’s
There has been little public “briefing” by our “vitals” wherever the pieces can be located and “fixed
government on what the estimated success of the in place” and destroyed.
insertion phase against us has been and is now.
Ironically, for the U.S. these urgent needs come at
Apparently much of the analysis is in disarray, filled a time when our HUMINT resources have largely
with assumptions, and very short on actual definitive been abandoned or nullified, by the past fascination of
data. It also follows that most definitive data in this our intelligence community for technical widgets such
area would be highly classified, particularly to protect as satellite photography, etc. So our ability to ferret
effective human intelligence (HUMINT) sources.
out inserted cells and WMD has been sharply reduced
Now one can appreciate VP Cheney’s morose by the intelligence community itself.
statement. Since “peacetime” now is just another
Effective HUMINT takes years to get established
name for “insertion phase”, then “perpetual peace” is with successful agents infiltrated into the terrorist cells
still “perpetual war” in the new vernacular. So we and planning organizations. So not too much is going
have entered a “perpetual war” we have not to be rapidly accomplished to resolve our HUMINT
previously known or understood. There is no real shortfalls. Much of what HUMINT is available is
peace in the sense we think of it. There never will either from foreign sources or is due to the clandestine
be any peace again, until one of the dueling cooperation of much of the peaceful U.S. Muslim
scorpions is utterly destroyed.
community, which sees this nation as its own country,
The “defense” part for the terrorists is to hide or and thus sees any threat to destroy the U.S. as a
defend their own “vitals”—their actual bases, support threat against the peaceful Muslim religion itself. To
organizations, supply routes, troops and forces and understand some of the factions and divisions of the
equipment, etc. In the present asymmetric war, there Muslim world, the reader is referred to treatises by
are no single terrorist bases for us to just “knock out” Williams.
decisively. We cannot win this war by simply having
But the scorpion duel is highly sensitive to being
our troops riding out of “Fortress America”, meeting able to (i) find the opponents vitals (which now are the
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inserted assets and terrorist teams within one’s own
nation) and (ii) go after the scorpion’s vitals and
destroy them in what are erroneously called
“peacetime operations”. Ironically, one sets up winning
or losing the asymmetric war by one’s actions in
Once in an asymmetric war,
peacetime.
“peacetime” is the absence of significant overt
active hostilities, but the presence of fierce covert
insertion and preparations for the follow-on
operations phase and the “knockout” punches.
20. DISTANT MILITARY ACTIONS:
NECESSARY BUT NOT SUFFICIENT
Hence one cannot think of winning major battles
and the asymmetric war in a few months or even a
few years, simply by fighting successfully on welldefined distant battlefields. Those distant conflicts and
confrontations are necessary but not sufficient, a term
mathematicians delight in using.
Instead, one must also think of a continuing gritty,
gruesome war, lasting for decades, ongoing in one’s
own cities and population centers and installations.
One rather gradually grinds down the terrorist
opponents and rather gradually uncovers and destroys
the various parts of their vitals, while protecting one’s
own vitals as much as possible, and while rooting out
everything one can of the insertions made by the foe
or further attempted by the foe. Here effective
HUMINT is vitally important, and our shortage of
it is a grave strategic vulnerability.
If one destroys the terrorists’ assets and
capabilities before they destroy him, one survives. If
one does not succeed in doing that, one dies because
the terrorists will destroy him without mercy. This is
the message the Al Qaida and other terrorists are
sending, when they behead prisoners and hostages.
It is absolutely a scorpion duel to the death.
With the abrupt wake-up call of 9/11, we were
suddenly confronted with the continuing and unrelenting
nature of this asymmetric warfare. At least
officialdom and our armed forces were confronted
with it; there has been no truly adequate news briefing
or educational series for the American public on such
matters. The military schools of the Army, Navy, and
Air Force do include education on such warfare,
including highly classified courses at the top-secret
level. But certainly the U.S. public still does not
understand the absolute necessity for Cheney’s morose
statement or the full nature of the new reality of
asymmetric war.
Indeed, as with every other subject, the subject of
“asymmetry” in warfare is itself a societal polarization
area. Typical “anti-views” simply downplay the very
notion of asymmetry as being “nothing new or special”
in warfare. As one reads such treatises, it becomes
crystal clear that our own strategic planners and
strategic theorists themselves are often confused,
simply recasting asymmetric war into what has gone
before. They are not factoring in such radical
developments as the Yakuza’s acquisition and use of
scalar electromagnetic superweapons, or the dramatic
change that occurs in the theory once full strategic
U.S. destruction is a capability already in terrorists’
hands, with multiple knock-out blows already cocked
and waiting.
21. ASYMMETRIC WARFARE SIMPLIFIED:
AN OVERVIEW
Let us briefly discuss this “new” kind of “old”
warfare in the most direct manner possible. The
present war is a very different kind of warfare called
asymmetric war. It consists of two phases: (1) the
insertion phase, (conducted in what we erroneously

call “peacetime”), during which the necessary WMD
and teams to operate and unleash them are inserted in
the targeted nation’s populace, population centers, and
key target areas and made ready to go, and (2) the
operations phase, in which the inserted forces and
assets are unleashed, thereby destroying the targeted
nation—in this case, the U.S. itself. The bulk of the
target and intention is to kill U.S. civilians and destroy
critical facilities right in the U.S. homeland—as many
as possible, as efficiently as possible, and wherever
and whenever possible.
Secondary to the importance of population kill
during the operations phase is the destruction of the
targeted nation’s economy, catastrophically and
decisively. If the foe succeeds dramatically in
accomplishing the insertion phase, the foe will almost
automatically win the follow-on operations phase a
priori, unless he is an utter fool.
Our very real problem today is that the insertion
phase has been going on for at least two decades,
while we were literally “sleeping” as far as intercepting
and degrading the insertion effort by any substantial
degree at all. The blunt truth is that the terrorists’
Insertion Phase has just about been successfully
accomplished already. We are in grave danger of
being utterly destroyed, with high assurance, in the
three-year Operations Phase whose first part has
already begun.
Compare the conduct of asymmetric warfare as
analogous to orienting and setting up weapons and
ammunition and target lists for a massive artillery
barrage, and preparing to make a massive attack with
that barrage. One first gets the artillery guns shipped
into the necessary assembly areas, assembled in place,
with their ammunition and crews inserted and made
ready, with their target lists completed and waiting.
Then one gets the vast assembly of guns and crews
properly registered on their specific targets and ready
to go. That’s the “insertion” or “preparation” phase
for a normal mass artillery bombardment.
Then the assemblage of “weapons in place” simply
fires the massive barrage on order, and that is the
“operations” phase, exploding with suddenness and
great violence right on the enemy’s vitals. An
important major characteristic of this “normal” warfare
insertion phase is that it is the insertion of the delivery
systems, to chosen “attack positions” outside the
targeted area.
In asymmetric war, instead of assembling all the
delivery systems (cannon, rockets, missiles, etc.) it is
as if all the deadly ordnance was first assembled right
in its target areas, inside the targeted nation, along with
the necessary teams to set them off right there. In
short, the “delivery” part of the former operations
phase is pre-accomplished, before hostilities even begin.
So the insertion phase gets the artillery rounds to the
target during “peacetime” and avoids assembling all the
artillery pieces, rocket launchers and other delivery
systems necessary in the conventional war approach.
Thus successful insertion in asymmetric war has
already overcome one of the vagaries of standard war:
the inaccuracies and mishaps caused by misdeliveries
and/or losses of the delivery systems themselves prior
to delivering the ordnance on the distant targets. In
normal war, those misdeliveries and losses to the
delivery systems directly subtract from the effects
achieved on the target once the attack is initiated. In
asymmetric war, the cost of misdeliveries and losses
to the inserted WMD are paid for before the hostilities
and before the attack (the operations phase) begins.
So given a successful insertion, “delivery system
losses” prior to attack do not subtract from the
effectiveness of the attack results, once the attack is
initiated.
Once the hostile terrorists possess weapons of
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mass destruction and have already delivered them
onsite to the actual targets, the “massive barrage” of
the operations phase is certain to destroy the targeted
foe, if the terrorist leaders have any competence at all
in their planning and preparations. The great
advantage of the insertion phase is that it covertly
prepares a great “barrage” where the “ordnance
delivery to the exact target locations” has already
been accomplished and its lethal effectiveness
against the actual targets has therefore been
assured in advance. With proper stealth and
intrigue, the insertion phase can be accomplished slowly
and at will, and without any extraordinary resistance
being offered by the “sleeping” targeted nation or
population! After all, it is “peacetime” when such
clandestine insertion operations are conducted.
So asymmetric war bypasses the normal overt
concern with long-range delivery systems such as
ICBMs, strategic bombers, aircraft carriers, nuclear
submarines, etc. The usual giant armada of delivery
systems is unnecessary, if the terrorists can
successfully perform the covert insertion phase.
Instead, the terrorists’ major early activity is in
ordnance procurement, not in building long range
delivery systems.
Obviously asymmetric war differs from normal
symmetric war, and so there are definitely some new
questions which must be answered.
22. A FEW QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED
In an asymmetric war situation, some major
appropriate questions for the targeted nation are:
(1) Are all the terrorists identified as to parent
organization, etc.? How certain is the targeted nation
that there have been no substantial omissions from its
foe identification and capabilities list? Are there
already effective compensatory plans in case there
suddenly are uncovered additional terrorist
organizations or parent organizations, and/or additional
capabilities?
(2) What is the WMD and other clandestine
weapon capability of the terrorists, their organizations,
their supporting nations or groups, etc.? How certain
is the targeted nation that there have been no
substantial omissions from the weapons capability lists?
Are there already effective compensatory plans in
case there suddenly are uncovered additional WMD or
clandestine weapon capabilities of the terrorists or their
parent organizations?
(3) In view of Secretary of Defense William
Cohen’s seminal 1997 statement, what specifically is
the capability of the terrorists to cause those volcanic
eruptions, weather engineering and climate control, and
initiation of earthquakes? What specifically is the
nature of these strange “electromagnetic” weapons?
What specifically are the counters to them, and
specifically how effective are these counters?
Further, why is so large a percentage of the
government still unknowledgeable of this portion of the
terrorist threat, and thus totally unprepared for it?
Why has the American public not been completely and
adequately briefed on these confirmed developments
by the terrorists?
(4) Even though known specific foreign areas
with concentrations of the terrorist organizations and/
or their support groups are targeted for attack and
neutralization, how much of the terrorist capabilities
have been reduced by such measures?
(5) Exactly what information is officially available
(and to what degree of confidence) on the “missing”
5 Ukraine SS-19 Stiletto ICBMs, each missile with 6
nuclear warheads and each warhead of several
hundred KT yield. To add spice to the controversy,
three years after “all” the SS-19s were supposedly
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turned in and accounted for, another 31 physically
turned up in Ukrainian silos and warehouses! One
also questions what happened to the additional 230 or
so missing “extra” nuclear warheads from the Ukraine
total, to the missing Russian suitcase nuclear weapons,
to the 20 suitcase nuclear weapons allegedly purchased
by Bin Laden, etc. What if anything has been done
about the already-inserted Russian nuclear weapons
and Spetznaz teams in our cities and population
centers? What if any defense or countermeasures
exist to prevent our destruction at some point, from
these weapons alone? And again, why has not the
American public been adequately briefed on such
hostile capabilities and the “nuclear knives already at
our throats”?
(6) How long has the insertion phase been
ongoing? How effective has interception and
neutralization or intercept of the insertion attempts
been? Again, why has the American public not been
briefed on these areas?
(7) What is the probable target listing compiled by
the terrorists, based on their actual weapon capabilities
and the degree of insertion success actually
accomplished? Considering Bin Laden’s background
in economics, and his past statements on the
importance of disrupting the economics, is not the nearabsolute vulnerability of our centralized electrical
power system our greatest single weakness, insofar as
catastrophic collapse of the U.S. economy being
introduced?
(8) What are the various options for the assessed
terrorist “preparation” at the particular stage of their
insertion phase, or in the near future? Which of these
options have the greatest probabilities of destroying or
inflicting unacceptable damage on the targeted nation?
Which of these options are also matched by known or
detected insertions already accomplished or attempted?
(9) Since we know that certain of our enemies—
e.g., the KGB/FSB—understand the importance of
surprise weapons or superweapons, what is our very
best assessment of the probability and capability for the
terrorists possessing and inserting surprise weapons or
superweapons for which the targeted nation has little
defense capabilities? E.g., what about the surprise
“electromagnetic” weapons the U.S. Secretary of
Defense confirmed, while most of the U.S.
government officials—and even our own intelligence
agencies, which still largely use the totally inadequate
electrical engineering model in their EM analyses—are
still unaware of them? Why has not our scientific
community been made fully aware of them, and put to
intensive work on them?
(10) With a three-year plan already in motion for
our total destruction, and with a large key role played
by the vulnerability of our electrical power system and
its coming destruction, why are not our Department of
Energy, National Academy of Sciences, National
Science Foundation, etc. already under strong
Presidential orders to rearrange their energy priorities?
Why have they not already corrected the terribly
flawed CEM/EM mess that is taught in our universities
and used by our power engineers? Why are they not
conducting a massive Manhattan-type project for
energy from the vacuum systems to totally replace the
present centralized power system? There is no other
possible solution, once one recognizes that the
centralized electrical power system itself is going to
be destroyed with very high assurance, about two
years from now. So why are all our scientific efforts
siphoning off research funds for puerile things which
will take decades and will not do the job even then?
Since a great part of the problem is the Russian
science of energetics and its development of
superweapons, then why are our scientists still largely
preoccupied with standard electrical engineering and
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classical electrodynamics—models so horribly flawed powder, in letters sent to selected high level targets,
and so archaic they should have been changed at least would create chaos, extensive delay and economic
disruption. Here again one sees the coordinated
three quarters of a century ago?
planning toward our economic disruption, damage, and
collapse.
23. THE EASE WITH WHICH WMDS WERE
OBTAINED BY TERRORISTS
24. A SIMPLE BUT LETHAL STRATEGIC
STRIKE WITH HORRIFIC CASUALTIES
In facing an asymmetric war launched against us,
the availability of clandestine WMD to the terrorists,
As is known, anthrax is highly lethal when
so that the weapons can be inserted, becomes a
primary consideration—along with an extraordinary ingested or breathed into the lungs. So a simple spray
need to understand the new superweapons and rapidly attack on a large metropolitan area, by a small 2-place
Cessna, with two men aboard—one flying and one
develop counters and defenses.
To see that any competent and supported terrorist spraying out the side—could account for from one to
organization will easily have obtained WMD, one three million casualties, almost all of whom will die.
should Google a search on Voz Island in the Aral Sea Quoting Betz:
“A 1993 study by the Office of Technology
and on anthrax simultaneously. The Russian biological
weapons research and production facilities were the Assessment concluded that a single airplane
world’s best, appreciably ahead of similar facilities in delivering 100 kilograms of anthrax spores—a
the West. Hundreds of tons of very high quality BW dormant phase of a bacillus that multiplies
agents were just dumped on Voz Island from those rapidly in the body, producing toxins and rapid
Russian facilities. Quoting Marshall, Malakoff, and hemorrhaging—by aerosol on a clear, calm
night over the Washington, D.C., area could kill
Holden:
between one million and three million people,
“The United States and Uzbekistan are
300 times as many fatalities as if the plane had
close to finalizing plans for a $6 million
delivered sarin gas in amounts ten times
cleanup of a former Soviet bioweapons facility.
larger.”
The effort is aimed at preventing terrorists from
Needless to say, the emergency treatment
harvesting live anthrax spores from a secret
dumping ground. For nearly 60 years starting capabilities of the entire struck area would be
in the 1930s, the Soviets released anthrax, completely overwhelmed. In such a case, triage
plague, and other weaponized pathogens on becomes the official policy. Unless the treatment
Vozrozhdeniye (Resurrection) Island in the were started right for a civilian who inhaled the
Middle of the Aral Sea. In 1988, at the end of anthrax, it would be largely ineffective anyway.
Triage is the classification (medical screening and
the Cold War, weaponeers buried tons of a
particularly potent strain of powdered anthrax sorting) of patients to determine the need and priority
at the site, mixing the bacteria with bleach in for treatment and transportation. Triage generally
steel drums to kill it. But several years ago results in the patients being separated into four
testers found that some of the anthrax is still categories according to the priority for treatment that
alive, and water diversions from the shrinking will be followed. The four categories are:
· High Priority (Red): Patients who need immediate
Aral Sea have since opened a land bridge to the
once isolated island. Fearing that terrorists treatment and immediate transport in order to survive.
might try to harvest ready-made bioweapons (But refer also to category 4 below). Those who need
from the site, U.S. officials agreed in October to immediate treatment but cannot be expected to survive
pay for destroying the anthrax and a nearby even if treated, go into category 4 (Black), not Red.
· Intermediate Priority (Yellow): Patients who will
testing facility.”
Actually, for quite some time, any funded terrorist most likely survive but require treatment.
· Low Priority (Green): Patients who require little
organization that wished a copious supply of the finest
anthrax ever made, and wished a strain already or no treatment or whose treatment and transportation
resistant to many of our treatments, could just go to can be delayed.
· Lowest Priority (Black): Patients who cannot be
Voz Island, pay the natives a little sum, and dig up the
dirt in the appropriate part of the dump site, sack it up, expected to survive even with treatment, those who
and carry it away. Or pay the natives a bit more, and cannot be expected to survive in a mass casualty
they would dig it up and sack it for the buyer. Wash situation, and those whose vital signs are absent.
In a mass casualty situation with very scarce
out the dirt, and one would have all one wanted of the
highest grade anthrax spores ever made. Those supplies and nowhere near sufficient mass treatment
terrorist organizations that wished a copious capabilities, triage becomes necessary and officially
supply of high grade anthrax, obtained it with applies. That means casualties classified in the Black
relative ease.
(lowest priority) category—such as patients already
Bin Laden also obtained anthrax and other BW showing the anthrax symptoms, and therefore almost
agents from other sources.
certain to die with or without treatment—will just be
Other BW agents and nuclear materials were set aside, made as comfortable as possible, and
available on Voz Island also, in the same way. In allowed to die. There is very little to be gained by
short, any organized terrorist group in the world treating them: even if given every treatment available,
that wished such BW agents, easily got them. And almost all of the patients in this category would die
much of that WMD procurement will already have anyway. With triage sorting, the very scarce and
been covertly inserted into the U.S.
precious antibiotics and treatments will be reserved for
The mailing of high-grade anthrax in letters sent to those who have at least a better chance of surviving,
a few important U.S. targets after 9/11 was not a once treated.
complete attack at all nor was it so intended. The
This is one of the harsh decisions, formerly
mailings were a small test attack to ascertain the reserved for military forces in the field under
amount of disruption and economic damage that could desperate circumstances, which will have to be
in theory be obtained by mass mailings simultaneously, made for our civilian populace and wounded as
through the mail in many locations, to thousands of well. Such desperate decisions are further
targets. The results obtained by these little sample discussed in Section 32.
mailing tests showed that mass mailings of anthrax
[End Part Four]
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World News Insights
In the last issue we headlined Russia’s
announcement of a new type of (scalar) weapon so
advanced the West “does not and will not have anything
like it”. Since then the Russians have announced a new
cruise missile with intercontinental capability and
accuracy of a few meters, according to AFP in an article
entitled, “Russia Reveals Deadly New Missile for Air
Force”, dated 12/7/04. The following article shows
Russian technology is also behind the “astounding
development” of a new Chinese ICBM-packing
submarine 5 to 15 years ahead of projections:

technology, medicine and transportation.
China wants to protect vital sea lanes and secure a
steady supply of oil and raw materials from south-east
Asia to feed its booming economy.
Linking up with Asean’s 10 nations—including
Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia—will create a
combined market of two billion people.
…The action plan also calls for cooperation in
military training, agreements on internet security, tourism
promotion and the creation of early-warning systems for
illnesses like Sars, Aids and bird flu.

Evelyn Intani of the Los Angeles Times, in an
article titled, “New Trade Pact Could Cut Clout of U.S.
in Asia”, 11/30/04, cites Li Fan, director of the World
and China Institute, a non-government think tank based
China’s military has launched the first of a new in Beijing: “North America and the European Union
class of ballistic missile submarines in what defense have their economic areas,” he said. “Asia should have
officials view as a major step forward in Beijing’s one.” Sounds reasonable. Why not include Russia, too?
strategic weapons program.
ASEAN LEADERS PROPOSE
The new 094-class submarine was launched in late
TO HOLD RUSSIA-ASEAN SUMMIT
July and when fully operational in the next year or two
RIA Novosti, 11/29/04
will be the first submarine to carry the underwaterlaunched version of China’s new DF-31
Leaders of the Association of Southeast Asian
[intercontinental] missile, according to defense officials.
…The submarine is believed to be based largely on Nations (ASEAN) proposed to hold a Russia-ASEAN
Russian nuclear submarine technology, the officials said. summit in Kuala Lumpur in 2005 and to send a relevant
…A Pentagon report on Chinese military power invitation to Russian President Vladimir Putin.
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov was
made public in May stated that the new Chinese missile
submarine would not be deployed until around 2010. informed about this decision at the ministerial ASEAN
A Defense Intelligence Agency report produced in meeting in the capital of Laos today.
…The meeting saw the ceremony of Russia’s
1999 … stated that China is expected to field one new
accession to the Bali treaty on friendship and cooperation
ballistic missile submarine by 2020.
…Richard Fisher, vice president of the Washington- in Southeast Asia of 1976. Thus Russia officially joined
based International Assessment and Strategy Center, said one of the basic regional legal documents aimed to
the launch of the new missile submarine is “an provide peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific region.
…Russia’s accession to the Bali treaty is highly
astounding development”.
…China also recently launched a new attack important for this region, Marti Natalegawa, Indonesian
submarine known as the Type 093. Additionally, U.S. foreign ministry’s official spokesman, general director in
intelligence agencies were surprised by China’s charge of ASEAN cooperation, said in a RIA Novosti
disclosure in July of a third new type of submarine interview on Monday.
“This importance cannot be overestimated,” he
known as the Yuan-class, a diesel-electric attack
stressed.
submarine.
“Russia is a great country, a permanent member of
…The Pentagon has deployed a new missile defense
system, but a spokesman for the Missile Defense the UN Security Council. It is playing a great role in the
Agency has said the current interceptor system is region,” he noted.
“We expect this accession to promote peace and
designed to stop a long-range North Korean missile, but
security in the region and hope Russia will keep playing
not an attack from Chinese or Russian missiles.
The …JL-2 is expected to have a longer range than a positive role in Southeast Asia,” he concluded.
the DF-31 and …16 JL-2s will be deployed on the new
After blundering in their efforts to get at the
submarine.
The range of the JL-2 is estimated to be about Caspian Sea oil, the Neocons lunged for Iraq and
7,500 miles, enough “to strike targets throughout the appeared to be targeting Iran—but China stepped up and
United States” [from Chinese national waters], the consummated a $200 billion deal with Iran, effectively
taking Iran’s oil off the table. Whither next for the
report said.
Bush-whacked Neocons?
[END QUOTING]
Meanwhile, China and Russia have been extremely
AFTER IRAQ IT IS VENEZUELA
busy making new associations with other countries
<IndiaDaily.com>, 11/27/04
around the world, starting with Southeast Asia:
By Sudhir Chadda
ASEAN SIGNS HISTORIC DEAL WITH CHINA
After Iraq it is oil rich Venezuela led by Hugo
The Guardian—UK, 11/29/04
Chavez that has become the center for confrontation
The Asean group of south-east Asian states sealed between America and the Euro Zone. Chavez is dead
a historic trade pact with China today in the latest move against America and Euro Zone needs him to keep the
towards a pan-Asian trade bloc that could rival the EU oil balance—the power symbol in 2005. But this time
the equation is a little different. A new regional and
and the U.S.
The agreement, signed at the Asean (Association of super power coalition of India, China, Russia and Brazil
Southeast Asian Nations) summit in Laos, is aimed at is making a huge difference. Russian President is in the
setting up the world’s biggest free trade zone. The zone to pull Brazil in the coalition and influence on
signatories will also adopt a wide-ranging “plan of Chavez for mutual support.
While the whole world is focused on America and
action” aimed at strengthening ties in security, politics,
NEW CHINA ICBM SUB APPEARS YEARS EARLY
The Washington Times, 12/4/04
By Bill Gertz
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the Euro zone for the superpower challenges, both these
powers are looking small when you combine the powers
of the new coalition Putin is building with India, China,
Russia and Brazil. Add to that Venezuelan oil that
supplies America a substantial crude oil, and now you
have the actual scenario of confrontation.
Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez is leveraging his
country’s oil resources to build new geopolitical
relationships with key regional powers like Russia, China,
India and Brazil.
...For Russian, Chinese and other non-U.S. oil
companies, the Chavez government’s oil-based foreign
policy also will translate into profitable investment
opportunities in Venezuela in coming years.
Brazil, a member of the superpower coalition is a
neighbor of Venezuela, and though Brazil has special
relations with America, it has far more interest in
Venezuela than any other countries.
According to think tanks, it is not Iran but Venezuela
will be the next epicenter of confrontation for oil
supremacy. But this time both Euro zone and America
will face a real formidable super power coalition—the
combined resources of India, China, Russia and Brazil.
Meanwhile, the U.S. dollar continues to decline and
things could get a whole lot worse if those nations which
have been supporting the dollar decide to start reducing
their exposure to dollar risk. Japan has been one of the
most ardent supporters of the U.S. dollar and has
enormous holdings of U.S. treasury bonds and bills.
Hold ’em or fold ’em?
JAPAN THREATENS HUGE DOLLAR SELL-OFF
The Observer—UK, 12/5/04
By Heather Stewart
Japan is warning the White House that there will be
“enormous capital flight” from the dollar if the Bush
administration maintains its laissez-faire approach to the
mounting currency crisis.
Tokyo fears that Japan’s strongest economic
recovery in a decade could be derailed by the sudden
appreciation in the yen against the greenback.
The criticism of President Bush’s inaction, by a
senior member of the ruling Liberal Democratic Party,
will be taken as a veiled threat that Japan could start to
sell off its multi-billion-dollar holdings of U.S. Treasuries.
“The Japanese government is going to ask for a strong
dollar policy; if it continues to fall, there would be
enormous capital flight from the dollar,” said Kaoru
Yosano, chairman of the LDP’s policy council, adding
that Japan would be calling on its fellow G7
governments to demand the U.S. deal with the massive
fiscal deficit that has helped to prompt the dollar’s
decline.
If there is hope for turning things around for the
U.S. in the eyes of the world, that hope might rest on
the ability to stop playing the enforcer for the Neocon
(Zionist) agenda. A good first step in the right direction
would be to do something about overt Israeli spying, as
in the recent events surrounding Larry (“patsy”)
Franklin and AIPAC. Someone in the FBI is not about
to back down just because this case involves Israel:

Obituary: Connie Holloway
Our dear friend Connie Holloway, who used to
take your calls and orders for New Gaia Products
and then later for Artemis, moved upstairs
yesterday, December 11, 2004. Like so many of
this wonderful “ground crew”, Connie served her
time on Earth with distinction and earned her right
to go home. We will miss her but we will all get
to join her when we have done our job.
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AIPAC PROBE INTENSIFIES
Jewish Times, 12/7/04
By Ron Kampeas and Matthew E. Berger
...FBI agents searched AIPAC’s headquarters here
Wednesday, seizing files associated with two senior staffers
who were interviewed in August amid allegations that a
classified Pentagon document was leaked and passed on
to Israel.
The agents also served subpoenas on four other senior
staffers to appear before a grand jury later this month. The
four were Howard Kohr, the group’s executive director;
Richard Fishman, the managing director; Renee Rothstein,
the communications director; and Raphael Danziger, the
research director.
...“It is obviously a very serious matter,” said Laurie
Levenson, a law professor at Loyola Law School in Los
Angeles and a former prosecutor.
...“I can never remember a moment when the senior
team, from Howard Kohr right down the line, weren’t fully
cognitive of what was appropriate and dignified,” said
Steve Grossman, AIPAC’s president from 1992-’97. “I
cannot think of a single moment when I felt that any
information being transmitted or discussed was in any
inappropriate. They always understood the art of the
appropriate.” [“Appropriate” spying? Say what?]
...A former top Justice Department official suggested
that going to a grand jury meant the investigation had
become adversarial.
“You can’t automatically sound the alarm, but more

often than not it means that they don’t believe” that those
under investigation have been “totally cooperative”, said Bill
Mateja, a former U.S. Attorney in Texas who until last
month was the top federal corporate fraud official.
...Mateja said it was significant that Weissman and
Rosen were not among those subpoenaed.
Levenson said targets of a probe almost never appear
before a grand jury in the early stages of the investigation.
“Usually the people who are brought in at the initial
stages are designated as witnesses, rather than targets,”
she said. “You work from the outside in. The targets are
the people in the middle of the bull’s-eye.”
When investigators first arrived at AIPAC’s offices in
August, seizing computer files and interviewing Rosen and
Weissman, many suggested that AIPAC was secondary to
an investigation into Larry Franklin, a Pentagon employee
suspected of passing the group classified documents on
Iran.
However, insiders say the investigation has appeared
to be moving away from Franklin and toward Rosen and
AIPAC.
...Steve Pomerantz, a former FBI investigator who
consults for Jewish organizations, said the nature of the
subpoenas suggests that FBI investigators know what
they’re looking for.
“This is not a fishing expedition,” he said. “It’s clear
to me they have some specific information which is
leading them in a specific direction.”
...Some Jewish organizational officials have raised
concerns in the past about David Szady, the senior FBI
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counterintelligence official overseeing the probe, and
whether he targeted Jews inside the agency.
Pomerantz said he had never seen anything to suggest
that Szady is anti-Semitic. In any case, he said, the idea
that an individual could hijack the nation’s premier law
enforcement agency for a personal agenda was far-fetched.
“The FBI is not suicidal,” he said. “They are not
taking on AIPAC lightly or without full knowledge that this
is a powerful organization seen positively by this
administration.”
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #13:
Getting Money Out of a Corporation Avoiding Double Taxation on Dividends
“You don’t want to take income into a corporation because there is double-taxation on dividends.” This
statement is only partly true and a half-truth is almost always intended to mislead. The truth is that a
corporation earns money on which it is taxed; then, IF it pays out a dividend, the dividend is taxable in
the hands of the recipient. Perhaps a better way to express the truth of the matter would be: You don’t
want to pay dividends out of a corporation because they are subject to double taxation. But there are
many other ways of taking money out of a corporation, so the real question is why you would ever take
it out in the form of dividends.
The primary method for taking money out of a corporation is in the form of payments for services
rendered. Any such payment is a deductible expense to the corporation, reducing its taxable income. At
the same time, however, such a payment becomes taxable income for the recipient. You don’t want to
receive much income personally because in all likelihood you will pay more in taxes on income received
personally than the corporation would pay in retaining that income itself. On the other hand, if an individual
keeps living expenses moderate and takes out only what he needs, his personal tax rate is often not much
higher than that on corporate income, resulting in an effective income split and reduced overall taxation.
Keep in mind that a corporation can pay wages to any number of persons for services rendered, so
it can be quite practical to have your spouse or children on the payroll, as long as they do, indeed, provide
some sort of valuable service. And before you dismiss the possibility of payments to your children,
consider the potential value of intellectual property. Yes, a good idea for developing the business is
compensatable as “intellectual property”. No spouse and no children and still need some income splitting?
Perhaps you could acquire or pay for the “intellectual property” of another private corporation?
Don’t forget that a corporation may hold assets in the form of retained earnings. Without stating a
specific plan of development, it is considered reasonable for any corporation to keep up to $250,000 in
retained earnings for future business development. Earnings may still be retained above this level without
triggering the accumulated earnings surcharge prescribed by Internal Revenue Code 531-537 provided there
is a plan for expansion of the business (this could include, for instance, the acquisition of another business);
for paying off debts; for product liability loss reserves; for supplying loans to either customers or suppliers
to maintain the viability of the business; or for the need for increased working capital (say, to acquire
additional inventory for the business).
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